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A-

ommentari for Teachers

ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS'

,

duction

The text, Eleme tionsphd this actomputying

commentary have been produced by a team of high. school and

toYigge mathematics teabhPrs Apr the School Mathematics Study

Group fob use Chet f t at half of the..12th gradp. One obvious.

consequence of a toopera iv 1-writing 'proj4ct.of this kind]

involving a-dozen.4 More individual, 1/41.8 that tie kyle' of
_

.writing and the level of diffitulty.are not Uniform throughout
.

the book'.7-aome chapters are spelled out

than 'Others, and in_general the pc en0§-

eater detail 1---1

accelerate after

the opening chapter. We feel. ,that this unelienness of presen-
t

ta-Cion may be helpful 4n evaluating the effectiveness of the

-tetbdok, since ,t'he teadherskho usAit thei lasses

during -the first year w411-be'expected to report upon the

relative succ of,the.yarious,Chap;tps. In the light of

-these reports, a su sequent revision of the teXt should produce

k_
more realistic presentation, nether too 'ea y, too diffidult-'

. I

hF=sc #1 seniors..
IT

(.%

The book follo generally the outline recpmmended by

for the first $emester of thethe Corrimission on -Mathema

12th grade. (For a copy of the Commission's Report, write -to

. Cyllege Entrance Examination Board, ;ofo Edumtic5naliTesting
.

Service, Box: 592 Princeton, New Jersey.) eft the same time we

have nott5Telf bound to observe the.ComTission point of view,



respects,

le question of

ar2br
teach' the Vfiri0110.

gussibn_and has resulted in relegating
ti

o optional segtions or

the apPenditea soie material not Prerequisite .e o *Iiat follows.

At the same tie we feel

of able students and the

that this.materiaLid Within the'.grasp

ill bi'oaden their Tathematicar
0,

e-41.0-al,toPids.pr:v?de-a means

for making differentiated asaigilMeX_s in a class

backx ounds appreciably,

w

d probedure would The hplpful

which such.

A suggested time scheduSor this cOurseis'a8 -ollows:

Chapter 1-

Chpter 2

Chapter 3

V.;Chapter 4

Chapter'5
* .

It is important to note that

assumes knowledge of the usual curse

leased upon angles. We do not believe

3 weeks

3 weeks

3 wee cs

-Jr

weekb

Weeks,_W
g3 weeksd

Chapter 5f CirVIT_r Functions,:

ace to begin the studyof

in analyti trigonometry

that Chapter 5 is the

trigonometry Henee, teachers .using

this textbook with students who hare not had such a background

are adviSed to include in the 12 h year course'a.Unit'on analytic

_igonometry at :some time before-taking up Cliapter-5.' This

ight be done a.t
e
betilning of tie year or it be

wichedtbetyeen Chapters 4 ar d 5. 'In-any event it would mean
t4.

that the entire 'course would 17-egy re more.thanAldit a year to
4

complete.



At he_bnd of each chapter a miscellaneous set of xe ± es

tubed on the chapter has een incluted. !Since many. of the

excercises ark time-con sumin and will ch lien e a stde tl

teachers should "be judicious in A signing the

In general; the miScell.anaous..exercises ase7not,66,mucti a review

f the chapter .as. they are extensions of the ideas of the chapter

to new and we hope, interesting situikions.

.-We have also.. included at the end. of t-each chaptr a set
.

ample test questions. which are in genera ore 'typical of the
. .

7

exelldiset included in the chapter than 1s. true of the mi-seel-

laneous exercises.



This chapter has beervwritten considerable detdil,

pu assumaion- being that moS -bfthe students using thiS.book
4

during 'the:first year Of the -SM$G-experimental prog- will not

hem encountered the ideat,and the 'language of bets before, With

a good foundation in algebra; hbwever, it is anticipated- that the

chapter can be taken rapidly. The ideas al-e ituitively easy, so

that whatever difficulties are en ountered will:propably Arise

from the studentat'unfamiliarity with the symbolism. One of the

aims o this chapter (and of, the book) is to develop a.studentis

ability to Use thetlanguage of mathematics and to feel reasonably

comfortable when studyingjdeasrepresentedsymbolitcally. We

hope to achieve- this int.part byinoluding. numerous exercises

which-involve essentially-nothing more than algebraic manipula-

ions but Which are expressed he language of set&

For teachers who wish to study other sources of information

dealing with ,the,matet'iaLof this chapter, we have incltded on
ft

page of this manual ashort list of useful references.

Sections 1- 1 -7 and T-12 are starred to indicate that

they deal with optional topics. are optional, n t'bebause

the ideas are difficult, but because they drenot essential to

thp subsequent developMentof'elementary,funations. Throughout

Abe book,- wherever an exercise depends upon any of ,this optional.
A

Material, it'__ is starred.

4
Although these optional topics are not prerequisite to

11 V.



5

the rest-ofkthe course, we believe ,that. t its at eriAl wotia De
.4

Thelpfulbacliground informati for StudentsplanpinS to '60n.tin4

n-a 0-11e re, the `apt owl

-mategihi cor a nter.e. ring: mathematics, ,intros ucin some' of

the ideas of an algebra, of se# s And considerably' extending the

range of problems available for exercises It should be observed,_

'also, that students who subsequently-take a e =burse in prObability

and statistical inference, one. of the possibilitieseuggested by

the .Qommisaion or the.second semester of the 12th'grade,-will

,need all of the optio9a1 material on sets includedin this chaP-

ter. For these reasons, then, we urge teacher's to include this

material4 partiCularly Sqctions 1-6 and 1-7) as par of .the

course, time permits) either while studying Ghapter 1 br after

the regular course has been completed.

The Exercises in this chapter exhibit the wide tinge of

applications of the various concepts discup8ed in the text And:

y:t do not exhaust them. More than enough. problem material

provided to meet the meedS.of the ,students. For some Of 'the

exercises there will be-more than one corredt answer or. forM_o

the - answer and we shall try,to:indicate this 'in the solutions for

the exercises -given. in this manual.

In many of the problems, a.s irk. the text, we speak of the

sets of digits, th e set of natural numbers, integers

e At of digitrational, and of real numbers.

only th set (6; 1, 2, 3 '4,

numbers is the infinite` set ) The set of integers

contains the natural numbers, zero, and the negatives :the

we mean

9). The set of natural



natural numbers. The rational

6

um, :ers are an extension of the
0

integers-to. include numbers 01" the form p /q, p an integer _andozi
6

a positive intege

-ratiohll numbers.

l-1;- Meaning of Set

The real numbers include the rational and

The word,"set" is used as a universal, col-lectiVe noun,

scriptive of collections of thing We. use it because the word

short and easy to say, and'because its meaning is independent

the context in which it is used. Thus in one instance we
k

may be talking about a set of people in another situation about
j.

a set of 'points Or a set of numbers. Our attention is focussed

upon set as an entity in itself rather than upon the particular

elements contained in the set. On the other hand, the ,c011ective

poun "herd" ,ould4lot serve the pu pose of a universal synonym

because At 1., not universal. It implies a collection of cattle,

or possibly elephants, but it would hardly' be a proper use of

the word to talk about a herd of numbers or a herd of points.

W do not pretend to define the term set, but use it in the

very natural, commonplace way that one does when talking about

the set of books in his library. We are careful, however, to

define any pf :ticular set in the sense that we pecify exactly

which .elements belong to it.

The notion, of acollection of objects is so intuitively'

obvious; ttt one may well raise the question as to why it has

become sd important in the-study of mathematics today. Over-,

simplifie_ the answer -d on the fact that the concept of

13
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=

has r ayunifying power and has become one the basic

_concepts in terts,lof which.other,mathematical-ideas are explained.

The motlern theory of sets, from which the algebra of se s,,point-

Set tc logy, and a host of other mathematicaa' subjects have

developed, was creatd by Georg Cantor at the end of the nine

teenth century. This theory was needed in order to gi ve a-sound'

foundation' `or the notion of infinity. ...the cone q 17 the

infinite pervades all- of- mathematics, since mathematical ob jects
=

A

.are usually studied, not as individuals, but asmembers of

classes or agregateS containing- infinitely many objects of the

amp, type, such as the totality of integers, or Of real numbers,

or of triangles in a plane. For this reason it is necessary to

analyze the mathematical infinite in a precise way Cantorts

theory of ts has met this challenge with striking success. It

hao penetrated and stronglyi inf=luenced many fields of mathematics,

and has-become of basic importance in the study of the logical,

and philosophical 'foundations of mathematics. The point of

departUre i- the general concept of a set or aggregate. By this,
F

s meant any collection of objects defined by'some rule which

specifies exactly which objects belong to the given collection.
#

Our point of departure in this text is the general concept

of a set, but we have no intention of teaching set theory. We

study sets for two reasons: (1) because we want our students

to .ecome familiar.. with a language nd a mode of thinking which

Courant and Robbins What is Mathematics ?, Oxford University
Press, New York, -1 pages



8

they will encOunter repeatedly in the Turther study of
4

_e-

matics and ( ): becaUse the use of 'seeythinking enables us tei dea.1

with Conventional school mathematics in wayswhAh, we believe

are more useful,,and no more difficult to understand-than the
0

k

traditional treatmento. For example, the definition of a

function -given in this chapter is in current use, is unambiguous,

and is not difficult to comprehend if pne understands the

language of sets

1-2.- Describing a Set

Any-given set ,-is defined, or described, by

exactly which elements belong to t. This is done eithe_

explicitly by listing all til elements of the, set or -im licitly

by stating some. rule or condition - which selects- unambiguously the

elements the set,. When dealing with small finite sets, the

listing oraabulatng f all the elements of,a set

lent and immediately apparen

-a collven-

way of describing the set. More

commonly, ho lever, we shallio_ deal ,g with-Infinite sets, e.g.,

the set of a l real nuMters and in T such-cases we must use a

rule to describe the set: A rule fsr,defining a set can be almost

any statement, however weird,- provided it meets the one important

condition that it must be pssible to decide for any object

whether or not it Jat sfies the rule.

Warning! It is

_,---:_70Asion is dif -
to make. For example, it is easy to talk

about the

you decide

possible'to describe sets for which this

people: in IllinoTs at this moment, but can

or n ot 111n. .Thomas James is a member of this

1 5



9

A11 you.know is that he is driving across the UnbedStas

via r.ute through Illinois? 'A much more subtle and,

contr dictory example deals with Harry, the barber.; in our town,

who shaves all t ose, and'only those, in town who'donot shave
0 4

. \

themselves. The,-question is this: is Harry a member of the set
- .

of the people he shaves? (See R..:D. Luce, Stu es in athematics,

Volume I, "Some Basic Mathematical Concepts," Sthool Mathemat cs

Study Group, 1959, pages 18-19; also Gourariiitand Robbins, What Is .b

.

Matheniatics?, page 87.).-

1-3. Notation

The braceE4' 1\.used to enclose the elements of a set -Call
/ '\

attention to he faCt.that we are to think of the collection as

a 'sin ent:ty. The set-builder notation tx x ) is a-

useful way to represent a set which is characterized by some rule
.

or property, nothing more. In some treatments dithe subJect

vertical bar is used in place of the colon in the set-builder

notation. We *prefer the'eolon for typographical reasons.

The l,sting of the elements, or the rule for selecting ele-

ents of set, may leadto other observations about the set

and/or'it ,lements. But these cOnclusions, even if valid,

not necessarily equivalent to the listing or the mare. For

example:

(1) Given the set S (1, 3; 5, 7, 9, 11), one observes

that all the elements of 3 are odd numbers. If this is-

is 13 E 3? Of course not, since 13 is not displayed as an

.element: of' 5'.



(2) The

'10

74

the.6et'Gr'16, e, 256, 6.25, 1296$ 2401,,

'n element in two,:different lays 1()(.?§ not ,alter the eleMent.

he same

since wi'iting-

Now this infinite' set in its epond- form exhibits attern

ie unit's .digit of the elelent- -- it is either 1, '5, 6,
k.

1

cs

one might conclude that all integers ending in 1, 5,

.are elementp of the - t-' T. This, of course,- is false,
--4,7N-

In all of the following answers, letters, symbols, and

namesW peOple or objects as well as their equence ,may be

different without making the answers incorrect.- It is not

necessary alwa to name a set by means of a capital lette

Answers to Ex rcises

V = [a,e,i',a',u)
b) P

or V

5;7,11,13 7,19) or

pp is a prime number less than

is a vowel)

For technical reasons, 1 is not considered as a prime

number. For' ep1 rte, its inclusion would raise a diffi

culty in the unique factorization theorem.

((names of people living in your house)) . or

= (a:d is a person who lives in my house,'

T = 3,9 15 211 or (n:n is an odd multiple of 3 and

21)



7 26,35 44,53A,2,71,80)

(x:x Is a two-digit integer,

digits is 8)

e sum of whose....

Note: 08 is not ider d a two digit number our

sYstem

b

s is ,a, student in our school) .

{p:p is a person in 'Our

dollar bill yesterday

-unity who-found a ten-

b' is a book in our school library)

is a rational number be ween 2 and-3

Here are three.types of, sets which are not tabulated..

and represent extensive and lengthy lists which are

available sdrm cwhere as completely tabulated sets 1314 usually

not dUplicated.

b) and represent ,examples o

1epS number Of.eXementsand thus defY-listing.

c) represent- a cohdition'frequentlyfound in mathemati

where eventhough the descrl,ption is clear and Well-defined

Tres a great-deal,of work or_ingenuity to find

ichcontain do end-.

elements.

A = fa. a. is a ,positive. even ,integer less than 12)

or even natural number less than or equal to 10)

B = :b is an integer whose are is less than 101

or

or

or

and 35 17)

= (c :c is a square of 1,2,3,4 or

the square of an integer and 0

is an integer and 1 < c, 5)



-12'

D = d= is An Integer, and 0 n 5)

or d is a number of thefortn.3n and n v -l., 2, 3,

4,5:9r 6) or d is a term-in an arithmetic sequence

whose first term is 20 whOse

Whose last term

common difference e-5, and

E = (e=e itfra peisinutat of the digit

'or abc%abe is

or (ele is

I, 2, and 3 w

baets
. e

important not to read into the definition 0

gut epe

ion of 1?3)

integer formed from the 'dig

and 3

-elusion' more than it there. The definition states that, the

set A Is included in (is a subset of) the Set B.if.eVery element

of A is an element of'f); In sYMbOls, A'CB.- Notice that the

definiticln-imposes no restrictions on the elements, of B except

that they must include all the elements of A (In this connection

it shbuld be mentioned -that the symbol B DA'is,somOtimes use

when we wish to say that the sett' B includes the set A. The

may. then be called's, supers of A. We hive not used this

9

notation in tie text.)

from the,definition it follows thgt a set Is a subset

self,. If we write ACA, we mean that every element o set A

an element of set A, obvious: rue statement . Likewise,

to show that the empty set is'a subset of every. set, we note

that C A could be false only if the empty set contained an

element not in A. Since the empty set-contains no 'elements at



all, thlb aS7impossi
YL

4 13

le no matte

A Pew words as to why the emp

We t 0 fs

the set A may bd.
-*/

a.uSeful.c9ncet may'

the htamber'tzero in

the same -way-that thd 'set .( t lated, te two (73 iS
- ,.,

'relat&-a--to one. The number of ments L. th empty set is

blit why is,such wseemingly vacuous notion Useful? 'It is.dimply

because we do not .wish t have to treat as a speoiallcase'those
A

'sets defined in Stich a way that theY ontain'ho,e1 ents. For
o

example, when studying -quadratic functions e may wish to confine-

our attention to the set !of 'rational; Toots, of a gives equation.

Thug- the bet' f rational roots oft e equation 3x2 4x - 4.=
%

the set (-2, 2/3) `Ba the 'set of,rational roots of the

quation 3x2 + 4x'=. 3 . 0 contains no .elements, since the roots.
f the given equation are irrationial (2

f rational roots in, this case it the eiripG"set

By definition the statement A C B does, not exclude - tl e

Hence, he set.

possibility that B C A. If bgth relations hOld, then the sets

A and B are equal they both contain exactly he,same elements)

and 'we write A = 13; 'The equality of two sets May obVious

at first` glance. For instance, the et of digits in the number

which the dim of 8 and 5 is equal to the set of roots of the

.equation 2.
- 4x + 3 = 0. (The Set in each case 1, 3))

The' term proper: subset is used when e wish tc exclude the

subset of a given.See which is equal to the given set. For

example, the proper subset of -the et (2,- 3) are12), '3) and

Although we have not included the notion of equivalent se

tote text, brief mention of the concept here may be helpful.

20



-.Two se. s u Azalent the .elemehtS on set can :be put into
4r. r

one-to-one resp ndence h.the elements of the other set.' r:

4r

*
Nnbther wafsai is -7--that with each ylementoOf one -set

,,- 1,=, . .
- -ii---- '

,--..

1,74edan pair-an..element ,Of, the, other.set- f- stiOa -Way thatIno',
*

eletient of elther set is left ovat the ea6 6f .the process-
_ ,..

When dealingtwith finie,ss. 'this con4t. lead 1-t
, _. . , A. -

. . - -. _ ._ .,
,

, ., ,
* 4' 2,- -,"

that the:elemeilts of a -i.Ven set cannot be put info'

the fact

ope-to

correspondence'. with the elements.of-Any.of its proper subsets.

r
In a finite set is not equivalent to any of its

F-
proper subsets.

When dealing with infinite

a set to

the infin

sets, however, it is posible for

quiValent to a ,prOper subsdt itself. For- exam I

et of positiveevu integersisra proper subsathof

the _infinite set of all posive intege
s,

equivalent- We can show the 'one-to-one correspondence :betwean
V

of the two sets like this

4,_ 6, 8, .4.

and -the two sels are

.the elpments

. ,---

k

For further discussion of-thlks idea, see Courant and Robbins,

What is Mathematics?, page., 78-79.

Although it might be convenient, we db'net have special

symbols fo'r di-joint sets nor for sets which "overlap." (Sets

A and B:overiap if some but not all the elements of A are

elements of B and vice versa...)

With regard to the notation a E A used to 'indicate that

a is an element of the set A, students sometimes tend to confuse

with the [ncluSion_symbol C The latter is used only

21



between -Ewilereas ' 6 is used or elements_ Ontai in se

epsilon),

and e is 'the fi t letter of the

helpful to point out

ymbol -for our 1

"eleMent.F

aa'

that the Greek letter

Anot pr. point of conftlion sometimes arises between the

ciymbols' and ,(D). The capital'letter by itself is simply a
I

onlname yor a given set, whereas (D) tands f a set whose only

element=is tlie set D. Also, x and (x) may be confused.- From

page 38 of the 23rd Yearbook -we,quote, "Even if A has Only a'

,single member, 'sa

we can' write A =
6

x

it is not,at all true that A

but this quiteFaIiferent from A = x.

F r instance, theFeJderat on of'Womenls Cl -b a set whose

members are clubs, next :omeni the Sageb ociety

for Motet-Singing has just jmopeMbers, it can be a' member of
.

thvFederation. If one of the two women leaves, and only

Smith is left in the Society, the Society can Still belong to

the FederatiOn;' Mrs. Smith cannot. If Mrs. Smith, discou

pe_ itg: the Society to die, although the SoOlety is the pa e as
4 s

the set [Mrs. _Smith} it may still be true that Mrs. Smith/retains

perfect health and "

The ideas discussed in the preceding two paragraphs can be

reinforced by consideration of questions like this:

re following statements true or false?

2) C (1, 2, 3), b) 2 C-(1,

`Twenty` - -Third Yearbook, " "Insight; .Into Modern Mathematic-
National Coundli of Teachers of Mathematics,. Washington,
19'- page. 38.



and f) are true;

aptNg) are false.)

-'-.The 'concept o. universal set enables us to restrict.our-
,

A
s 1Ves Yn advance -to. he elements we wish- to talk about in any

partiCular- di coSion.

course we are likely. to

pr _dUcti of two binomial

For example;
e-.

a first year algebra

2y that x - 2 cannot be wV.tten as the
. ,

or Thi'S is true only if it is

understood that we are retricting the numerical terms in the

factors to'the universe of rational numbers. In the universe

real numbers 2 (x +V7) (x a 0!) As another example,

we may say in the same course that the sum of two squares cannot

be factdred, ;_This is true in the universe of real numbers, but

it is false if we agree to admit the complex numbers. Thus, in

the universe of complex numbers a 2
b
2 factors into (a b)

- bi) .

rcises 1-5.

The note under problem 4- is intend d for students who have

.studied combinations. Problem 5 will give the teacher an oppor-

tunity to review the various extenr,ons of the number system, if

needed. Problem b should be assigned with Problems 7.and 9,

since the latter are more = easily unde

specific examples in Problem 6.

ood in terms of the



AnswerstoExercises 175

1-7

1. N = ((Insert 5 names of students in your

Jean)

class') )

e.g., (ej Bill, Henry

e atics

U is the set of all students in your Mathematics clasS.
jL

or U = (pp is a member of your mathematics class)

,b) T = ((Insert names of 3 teachers in your school))

U is the set of all teacherd in your school ", dist

\city

1, '5,709).

2.

=7. (1,20-4,4 5 6,7,8,9) or U is

the set of integers r rational numbers, or real

numbers)
(1

v L-7, r, U = :a and- !,b are digits and b 0)

or U is the set of rational numbers.

P = (2;3,5,7,11,13,17,19)

U,is the set of(" 1) natural numbers or 2) intege

an example: QD, KR, ?-1D1 or (King of diamonds,

Jack op heart Queen of hearts) or any of the 18 others.

If aces are considered face*'eards there will be 56 sets.

A = (AS0 AH, AD, AC) or (Ace of :spades, ace f hear

ace of diamondS, ace of clubs)

H ---(AH, 2H, 3H, 14H, 5H, H, 7H, 8H, 9H, 10H, JH, QH, KH)

d) L = (AH, AD, 2D, 2H, 3D0, H)

a) (2,4) (4), (2), 0 Pour subsets.

b) 3, ), (2,4 3,4), 0 Eight

subse 1



Answers exercises J-5 t(colitA

4. a)

18

,

;2,3,4)

= 2-
4

)

(1,2,4

3,4)

If a'gtven aet= contai s n ele rents, there are 211

possible subsets (including the empty set and the given

1))

tl

No: A,e, and f. Yes: b, and'h

All 'are yep. See exercise 6 for illustrations. The c E C

and e.q A and c B The c 6 C and c 6 A but c 4 ,B

is either 1 -- 7.

8. ACC.

9., Yes for a,b, and d. No for c. shaded area Is empty)

This Venn diagram may make it clear.

C
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-6 and 1-7. Venn Diagram. and Operations With Sets

As explainedHin the Introductionithesie .see -tions are Opt_Onal

since they contain material not needed 't e rest of the .course.

HoweVer, they contain interesting ideas which are mthematically

and are not difficult to understand., Even if Section 1-7 is

\omitted, the inclusion (DP Section 1-6, Vehn DAgram., would give

students a visual way of looking at subsets. For example; to show

that (3 L[p 5) a subt, of (1 2 3 6, 7), you can use

a Venn diau'am as in Figurer 'TC, 1-6a.

Figure TC41-6a

The universal et'U may be any set you wish, so long as it

includes the two given sets In some cases you can just as well

ignore the universal set in th- diagram or let the larger of the

. --two given sets be the universe,
A

or

s in Figure TC, 1-6b.

Figure T



In using Venn diagrams it is worth noting that exact circular or

rectangular shapes are no

satiSfaotory.

When' operating with sets, Venn diagrams are often useful in

inting the way, to solutions but should not be regarded asp

necessary, any blpsed shape being

proofS of relationships between sets.

e symbolfpr union is. often called cup; for intersection
. ,

cap. When thinking about:.theSe operations, it helps -to -keep

reminding oneSelfthat the union or the-intersection of two or

more sets is 'itself a set. This is especially.,tru_ when we area

dealing with an express_enlike A.1.)(B C), as in Problem 6 of-

theExeroises 177. Here we are looking forthe set whose

elementS-are either in A or in both B-and C.

ry

Exercises 1-7.
Att

These are optional problems covering the material in

Sections 1-6-and 1-7. Specific comments are included. with the

answers to some of the problets.' c.ease note. that Problem 6

is intended for those students who are interested in considering

some of the ideas in- the algebra of sets. It is a fairly

difficult problem if formal proofs are re4uire

Answers to.,:Exercises 1-7.

1. a) Bt 1102,$:91

b) AUTO. I 2 3;.6 7,8,9)

c) 617)

B U. D) f = 11

A U

U n D (6,7,8,9

27



.A.U7 im A

b) An A A

A U U:= U

AfU A

AUA't emu.

1f1 A fl

g) A U 0 =t

h) A h

) of n.- 0-

) fzi u



ers to Exe

S-= (0 l,4,5,6,9)
-x is any integer except 0,1,1

is an infinite set.)

t: B or BIC A Always

Only if A-= 0 and B 0 Only if U = A

Only if B C A (which h) Only if A

holds for B

Only if AC:B,

e) Only if A = B

In 5a, if all ele

their union, then, must contain all elements in,universe.,
/

This is obviously true if either set alone is the universe.

Vi Aways

Only if U A.

ents not in One set are in the coed :,set

fi

Although these theorems maybe examined. by Venn 'diagrams,.

-heir proof depends on a minute-examination of the'mOanings

f each'of the symbols:6 U and n Essentially, all

that most students will be able to do lS argue .the validity

each equation.

1- Open Sentences

The idea that the fa liar equations and not so familiar

inequalities' of elementary algebra can be regarded

sentences seems, o us to

have evoked froT recent

mathematics' curriculum.

Jones is my algebra

my algebra-teacher,

open-

be one of the most helpful concepts to

attempts o improve the secondary school

The difference between the statement,

acher," and-the opAn sentence, "He

readily understood and leads naturally
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o consideration or the'difference between a statement like,

"2 > 10, and, an open sentence such as, "X -I- > 10." T

symbol "x" is called'& varia le and Simply represents any unspec-.

ified element of.some given et, usually a set of numbers. The

given set is the universe; and by substitiuting one eleMent of the

universe at a time for, s'udents can, discover'which values of

x yield true statements for a given open sentence.

Of course.we do.not intend to imply that you should confine
0...

the problem of solving inequalities, to the method Qr. direct sub-,

stitution but We believe' that this is a useful technique for

developing .the no

that yoUr student

iop of a variable. :Furthermore,. it .is,likely-

have not previously studied formalmethodS for

solving inequalities, so that as you develop these, methods the

use of direct substitution as a check will be helpful in building.-

cdnfidenct:ia the techniques.

In the current literature.(for example, see the Report

the Commission on Math6matics referred to earlier) the idea that

a variable is a "placeholder" s used frequently. For instance,

in the -open sentenpe "X - 4 = 7," the variable "x" is thOught of

as holding a' place for a numeral which is the name for A number.

0
Although this way of looking at a variable may be helpful at th

start, the SMSO'courses do mot use it. Tor one thing, a proper

develoment of this -point' of view requires a rather careful

study of the distinction between an object and- its name, in

particular between a number and itts name (called a numeral)

Teachers should understand this distinction and may wish to'

refer to it briefly in class discu sion, but it is our feeling'

r
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that undue tress on this point is not needed for underStanding,

the role of a variable. If the occasional' discuasidn arises in

, which the difference between a number and its name is relevant,

the matter can alt's. be settled on the spot.

In summary, we'4elieve that the ideas to s _ess are the

following: (1) equationb andinequalities are open sentences

containing one or more variables (.open-sentences in two Variables

are studied later in this chapter) neither true nor false'as

'they stand; (2) a variable is a symb01 used to reprpsent any
. ,

unipecified eleMent of given set; and (3): the giVen.st-is

,the universe. The fourth important: idea is discUised in the

following section.

Solution Sets of Open Sentences.

e solution set: of an .open sentence that subse Of. the

,Universal Set-Which contains all elements-for which the open

sentence becomes a true statem nt. In Other words, anopen

sentence selects a subset of the, universe, timely the solution

set; and for this reason-open sentences are sometimes called

set Selectors."

A large parl/ this section is devoted to 'illus rative

examples since this is our first opportunity to show how the

language of sets can be adapted to ideas of 'elempnary algebra,

Free use is made of the number line forgraphing 14'6solution

sets of open- sentences in one variable, and WO havei adopted

certain symbols, exPlained in the ,text, for indicating when a

particu ar point repre enting a number is or is not an element

3 1



Concerning,the graph
s

probably have beem:better

solid line, sinc in this

Set of integers. A solid

it represents a number in

in Figure 19a of `the text

to use a dashed line rather than the.-

example the universe is a small-finite

line tends to imply that any point on

the ',niversal set, in either words, that

the- universe id-the set of real numbers . This Is not.: the

in this example, and we would favor modifying the graph as shown

in the following Fi

e

ure Tc 1-9a:-

Although the primary ai

how the language

secondary purpose

techniques and an

this section is o illustrate

f sets may be. _used with algebraic

is to provide a review of certain

extension of the idea's to in

of inequalities., the notion Of .abSolute valUe.
(

in this course the solution of inequalitie6 is

the first time, it will_be necessary to extend

material, a

algebraic
4

the solution'

and so forth.. If

being studied for

the set of axioms

used in solving equations td inolude operations on inequalities.

This was probably -done to some extent when students studied

geometry, but it is unlikely. that negative numbers were included._

For example, what conclusion is implied by the operation of.

muItipiyiilg each member` of 3 by -2? The answer is that

- 2x > - 6.

For your'conVeni ce we ate here the general rules use
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The solu et of algebraic
=

by. addingthe same term. to or sub-,

tracting the:seine' term froth both members,_ or by multiplying or

dividing both. members -by the. same poSitive term; (2) -If 'both

thembers'of'an-ineqUality.are multiPliodOr divide by the same

negative term, the sense (direction of the Apeq-ality is_

reversed. For exami)le, < 3, but,if-we muYtiply bojimembers

inequality by -,40 ire obtain 8 > - 1 A much. more

subtle example, harder than any that 'appear in'the-text the__

following: In the universe of real .numbers find

-3=2
At

We wish to clear. tY e inequality of fractions so we multiply both

membeft by x - 2 But is the term x - 2 positive or negative?

_By inspection of the given inequality we see that the fraction

3/(x 2) m4st be negative and hence x - 2 must be negative.

Therefore, multiplying botli members by this term, we obtain

- 4x 8. (Note the reversal of the inequality,
sign.)

Subtracting (or adding 7 8) gives

And dividing by have

Why was the inequality sign reversed. again?'



x. > I

But there is a se ond-condition that must be satisfied.,

dtated,above that he term x - a,must be negative. This -ice the

same as' writing

x 2.. Q.

- >

and from this it is clear that x 2. Hence,, the solution set

for-this examp e-As defined by open sentence which imposes

both a lower nd an upper -limit on the values of x. We write as

the filial dns er-

X 6 R and 5/4 < x 2).

(Dote that R is a symbol for the set cif real numbers,
a s

As an exercise for teachers we suggest the following

problem: what isthe,solution set defined,by the inequality

3 /(x.- - 4 in the universe of real numbers?

(Answer: (x x E R. and x < 5/W or x >

The concept of absolute value-is introduced in this section

(see Example 6) and it is used in succeedirizshapters of the

book. In addition to th0 immediate comments, further discussion

absolute valiie will b found in this

2-2 and 3 of Chapter 2.

manua

x is a real number,

by 1 x 1 iS defined by

x,

under Sections

he absolute value of x, symbolized

if x 0.

4



, if x

4) . 4. In'other words the absolute value of any

snumbelpor alWraIc'expression is alw4ys either zero or a posi-

tive quantity.-.

The ideas involved In the solution of open sentences con

taining absolute values may not come easily, and it would be

advisable to -begin by diScussing the simplest examples sudh'aS

I x' 1,< X 1 . 5, Ix 1 < 5, aP d so fOrth. The

solution set in the last example ip the empty set, since, 1

is never less than zero.

We "shall consider the example x 15< 5 in detail.-

definition; this means that if x zero or positive, then
s.

W
x < 5,,

and,if,,,,x is negative then g x < 5, iron which it follows that

5. -Hence, the solution set of the open sentence
I
x 1 < 5

: X 6 R and 5 < x <

which is the concise way of saying that x must be greater than

5 and less than 5, or that x may be any real number between,

but not including 5 or 5.

The outcome of a discussion with.xamples like he above

might welrl be a, set of generalizations 'such as

f-I x I = a, thA x = a or x c a,

x I < a, then - a < x < a;

1 x
I
> a, then x a or x <

if I x + b 1.a then a, from which we

obtain 7 a - b Lix b by adding' - b to each member of the

inequalitT.



T .ful4t4p.r. examples of open sentences containing abaolute

lues Considering first an equation, if we aregi en

that then.either.x

x 5 To verify that

for thegiven equation

then 1 5 - 2 1 = 1 1 -
I= 3 I

or - 2) = 3 and

5:)=4-a- the solution set

e can use direct substitution.

as required; if x - then

And our chec ing is finished.

if x 5,

The use Of the number line is helpful when -iscussing open

sentences containing absolute values.. Referring to :the equation

x a, , 1 = 3 of, the preceding paragraph, we may think of the

quantity 1 x --2 1 as the distance...on the number line between

the points whose values are x and 2. Since-I x - 2 1 equals

t 2 - x 1, x may-be either to the right or the left of 2 at a

distance of 3 units from 2. This leads immediately to the con-

lusion'that-x must. be 5 or 1. FigureiTC, 179b illustrates

the idea,-

Figure TC Graph of the solution set or

x 6 F and x -= 2
I

,Inequalities containing abSOlute values.areaAittle: More -.

di icult at first, but Ore gain the use of the
(--

is instructive. For example, what is he solution set

line

xeR and 1 x- 2 1 < ), interp eted graphically, the

the7in4qt.Tality states that the distance from x to 2,-br from

2 to x, must be less than 3. Since we have already found that
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when equals 3, x id-'either - i -or -5, itfollows-,that

'f`or the distance x.- 2 1 be less than 3, x must be to the

ght
4

of - 1 and to they 1= ft of 5. In other words, the solutionri

set

al

and - 1 <

The-algebraic manipula ons needed,to solve this inequality

o depend upon the two alternative conditions implieeby abso-

lute value. If 1 x - < 3

or' negative

then x 2 may ei_ er positive

-.zero If it is positive, then x - 2 < 3,

whereas if.t is negative,'then 3 (x 2) '.3 or - >

CoMbining these two results we-have

2 <

and by add4ng 2 to each Member of this equality e obtain

1 < x <'5;

This result agrees with that of. the preceding paragraph.

It may be helpful to obse Ve that occasionally stud

obtain erroneous results because they confuSe.- x--

with .x - 2 <-- 3. If you are careful, however to develop the

,idea thatlx al<bmeans'thatx7

'negative, ,but' that t6- write x-,' a ± b is incorrect, then your

tudents ought not to be confused:by this distinction.

ClOsely related toAhe notion of absolute v

frequently m .,understood.convention regarding The square root-
..

symbol

other

is a real number, then'

a may be positiVe or

hi& is the

In fact, either one could-be-used to define the

since the two definitions are exactly- -the same. Thus

'-
and x when x is negative.

when x is zero or p_

,In other Words,

37

itiv
= I x I. Fot



example.,.

,=-

and

But note carefully the difference

:and

is the imaginary

The latter is the same as

1=

3 and

between

and this

When solving itrqUalities such as x > '9 it is adVantageous

to use the fact, that 1.: We may then write rx-1 >

from which it fdliows that x > 3, and this in turn giVes x 3

or x < - 3. ThiS practice will help students to avoid the rather

natural error of assuming that because x = 9 means that x = 4- 3

x > 9must mean that x -I- 3. It might be helpful to emphasize

2that x = 9 implies that 1 x.1 = 3 and from this- obtain

x = 3 and finally x 3. The solution of the inequality

.< 9 follows. the same pattern.,

ses a-9.

Problem 1 is designed to give students practice in writing

in set-builder notation open sentences which are expressed

verbally. Problem 2 contains the real meat of this section and
v ,

is designed in such away that each part contributes to under

: standing-of the parts which folio ,-Thes%e'probleme.take time,

and would be A mistake t expect that your students dan do

..AJI. of Problem 2 in o assignment. The drawing of the.graphs

f the solution sets tho ld.emphasi e the Mathematics involved
-

-rather thah the aft, w PrOblems 5-6 are optional since they.

depend upon Section-1-7'as wellathe present section.



ers to Exerc ses
(x:x >1117) U may be

2) digits,
to Include the universe- in the

set, of ',natural-numbers
or 3) integers e

x:x is an integer and x > 7)
xx E R and x2

=.3.1

xx 6 R and
(x:x 6 R and

_ It is arso possible
Esetbuilder, e.g

25)



Note: g and h are the same
g h.
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110 Ordered -Pairs and Graphs

The concept of an ordered pair an extremely useful one
_c

111,0any branches of MathematicsIn addition

,text Cartesnnpro -cts, relatiOns 'aid -function 'ordered pairs'

the uses in.the

are used to represP t negatiVe, numbera, -lanai n ber 'complex

numbers; vectors and numerous oth4r mathematioal concepts. The

student should be quite familiar with .the ordered pair idea,

thoUgh perhapa on an intuitive level only. You might ask a

tudent Tor the name oaf the fir es.ident of the United States,

and point out that this is an orderd.par .ith George as:the

_rat component and .Washington as-the'secOnd.' Or, ,again -ou,

,ask what an umpire means when during-A baseball game he

says t the "count" 3 and 2% Since balls are announced

rikes, this constitutes an ordered pair. You can

probably think of many more such examples'and should use as

many as seem necessary to convince the students that thisi_s a

commonplace and extremely imple idea.

We use the word:lrm :" on pa g 2 to define- the mpo-

-nents of an ordered pair vTechnically this is not goodfusage

since an ordered pair is not a pet consisting of its components,

but we feel that our meaning',1s clear,, and fro_ this point on,
N ,

x and y are always referred toy as componnts of ordered pairs.

We have avoided the use of the fdea.of an independent and
j

'dependent variable in our work since the use of sets in'd

ussingrelationsandfunctionsrendthem 'superfluous.

I
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These exercises vary in purpose. Exercises 1 2, and 3 deal

with some, simple properties of ordered pairs,, while exercises

14 d 5 are largely intended as problems in reader and under-

. standing the words we use, to 'discuss sets of ordered pairs.

Exercises 6 to 9 gilie practice in f`indin eie aents.tof the

solution sets for open sentences in two variable:

the sets.

Answers to Exercises 1 -10.-

and in graphing

1. ((1,1) (1,2) (1,3),(201)0( , 1), (32),(
2. (x,y) X (u,v) x X u or or both.

3, a) x 3 and y = 2 y X 2

b) x =y y 1

4. [(1,1), (2,7), ( , (4,8)0 (5,3), (6,2), (7,4),

J. ((2,7)', (408

b) Three: 2

)1

(8,6))

5,3), (7,4)) (Braces not essential)

,(5,3)

(602),(7,4)c) Five: (41)

d) yes (,,);

e) Yes

a): [(0,0 ) ,(7,7

b) f(3,2 2,1))

c

d) ((4,1),(0,0))

7-8. See next sheet for the4ans-e

e) 2) (4,1))

f) ((0,0))

g) ((Q,0),(

h) ((2:1),(3,2)

4 1))
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1-11. Cartesian Products

37

0 ,

The Cartesian product is used in this text to give a well

defined jiniverse for sets of ordered pairs. In particular,

R.x R is in one-to-one cOrrespondence with the p nts of the

geometric plane and thus serves well for the representation of

solution sets.of open sentences in two real variables. As

mentioned in Exercise 10,'the co cept can be extended to ordered

triples, or indeed, to ordered n- tuples, and appropriate use

can be made of the corresponding Cartesian prodUcts. For

instance, with ordered triples (x,y,z), we can associate the

Cartesian product R x R x R with the geometric points in

Euclidean 3-space.. 1

In some textbooks, the words "Cartesian set" are.used to

represent the Cartesian produdt of a set with itself; R x R is

thus said, to be the Cartesian set of R We Nei that the

notion is not important enough to bring to the student's attention
v;-

now. Another way to picture the formation of Cartesian product

is by means of the "tree ", as in Figure TO, 1-11 where we form

the Cartesian product of (1,2,3) with'itself.

)

(1,2)
(1,3)

1 (2,1)
2' (2,2)
3 (2,3)
1 (3,1)

(3,2)
3 (3,3)

Fig. T . , 1 = 1 1
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In a sense, the Cartesian product is a tathematl Janis

canvas upon which he is able to picture relatiOnships by

selecting various subsetsupon which to focus his attention

Exercises -11.

The exercises are straightforward and designed to famil-.

Larize the student with the simpler aspects of,Cartesian products,

and again, to provide practice in the reading and writing Of set
-air

symbols.

Answex o Exercis 1-11.

One. U x U ((1,1))

b) Four. U x U 1,1)

Mine.

n
2

.

A

B 7

(7

(1,

A x

4)

9

(7,1 ), ,(7,2),

(8,1),(8,2),

(9,1),(9,2)

(7,3),

8,-3

9,3),

7,4)

8,4)

(9,4)

la b) ((l, (2,25

3 -
2 Q

*-
2 3 4 5



B

B
0

a A x B . (104

b) B.X A = (Ocil

c) Six

d) Zero--

!

39

t)
ID
4-- -IF -

-

t

A

d)

I

A
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:fin

m or n, whichevdr is le6a

p) Yes. Either m = 1 or n = 1, the other equals 17.

d) right. n = 1,2,3,4,6,8,12, or 24- and m
-4

a) n-

b) n
2

n
2'

c) n
2

- n
2

n

f ACU and BCU, then A x ECU x U

((1,1,1) (1,1,2) (1,201)-(1,2,2 201-1) , (2 2,1)

,(2,2,2) )

c)

d)

The vertices.of a cube. A lattic& is the intersection

of perpendicular sets bf equally spaced parallel linas.

It is a set of points.

None for U =- (1,2)

2
4
= 16

-11. a)

b.

((1,2 -( ,1),

12.
2

n

13. a) B = (6n:n is a digit and 6n 25)

6,12,18024)

/5,=, (4n :n ;.s a digit and 4n < 25)

= (4,8 12,16,20,24)

(4,6),(4,12),(4,18 ),(4,24),

(8,6),(8,12),(8,18 ),(8,24),

(12,6),(12,12),(12,18),(12,24)

(16,6),(16,12),(16,18),(16,24),

(20,6),(20,12)0(20,18),(20,24),

( 24,6) ( 2)4,12) ( 24,18) ( 24,24 )
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Deleted A x B = ,safe as answer to a but without

(12, and 24,24).

A x -A n A.x

Locus

4,24)

(8,12),(8,24),

(12,12),(12,24)

(16,12), (16,24)

(20,12), (20,24)

(24,12) (24,24)

\

We ,have starred this section because we make heavy use of
)

the union and intersection of solution sets, and.uniOn and -inter-

section at'e,..themselveS optional topics. We feel, however that

t dill rove ,,.very popular with those students who cover it

since st',othe, graphs of inequalities and absolute value

relationships will be different from those to which they are

presently. c ustomed.

Some tention must be given to the difference between

< and Kand

graphIthe

convention adopted with respect to how.to

The use of the dotted line to indicate:that

-eluded is useful here, but you should ,reel frepto

Or convention if you find it more convenien 'The--

that the line be included or excluded a- the

'graphing should be encouraged and the udent

look for them. For instance if he has graphed

Wt. to graph y Ixl 1, the process of

ber of points, or worse, of making up new_

4 8
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table from which to plot them,, is a waste

dhould be required to ask 'himself just what

time. Instead, he

-ffectthe addition

of the constant 1 will have on the_original graph and proceed

from. there. Furthermore, you should explain h67/0 having graphec

7 =- l xl, he can reduce the problem of graphing y < Ix', Ixl,

y 3 lxi, etc. , to a simple matter of sketching, and that he

ca. -biain such graphS'almost at once Every reasonable oppor-

tunity td. obtain a graph without plot/ting points should be

exploited pnly! We have kept the types of graph to a very

small number, so that the student -earl learn to recognize familiar-

forms and can save himself many hou of laboribus computation.

Exercises 1-12.

The exercises are simply to provide - practice in graphing.

They may howeVer be extended. For instance, Exercises 5, 6, and

7 suggest the idea that there are set- builders Which will provide

a graphical pattern-similar to that formed by the black squares

on a checkerboard. If you wish you may ask the student to find

them. In general, the student should be encouraged to experiment

with various set - builders to find :or e which will give interesting

patterns

4D
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1-1 Relations..:..

n the Oct, e confine our attention
.

although you mayrih to introduce the relation

The bus thwife father sonevery day n-numeical examples.

employer-employee, or d6Otor-patient rplanonships, to-name a. few

are suitable for the purpd you may go on 'to

have something in common t Lth numerical relatiOnA, namely the

association of pa.d.ring the elements of one sot With those of

another. We may look to geometry for other examples

The parallelism of

relatlOns-,

instanc6', is a relatIOnwith any

lines in the plane being or out of theelation

Theperpe7ndICUlarity Of lines, the incidence ofpialnts'on lines

congruence properties, etc., are ftrther examples of zeo

relations.

AnyeqUa ion in. tw ;variables _Wines a relation, i.

solution set,,i- U x U. If q is finite and contains

then there are exactly 2n possAble sub =sets of U x U (counting 0

and U x U) and hence n
possi e relations in U x.U.

n ele ents

In the

-vent that U is an infdnite set, there are an inite number

possible- relations in4U x U.

In general, any set of ordered pairs is a r lation,'becau

we can alw.ys obtain a Cartesian product A x,B

the set of first and B of ond'c:omponeht-

The given set of ordered pairs

b-seThe reason we define a relation as

where . A ts

the ordered pairs.

t of A X B.

of A X B is to give

some specif ic frame of reference upon which the strident may focus;

his attention. The sets A and B are not r,eferrod tc as the



roman and range of the relation in this text because we

P1714r e these terms in connection with functions where they

greater importance and where the distinction is more .useful.

_e particularly important aspect ,of VliS section le the-

'hat a relation may be represented in various

t be specifiedby graPh:, 'tet:buildey, table,

understood that-we are talking about only one thi-

Whether

ing, we wish

the set

rdered pairs which is the relation- The graph, of=course,

usually the eas iest Way ,.for the student to picture a relation',

and We have t led to stress thi. idea in the exe're There,

are relations for .whiCh the open. Sentence is the easiest debcrip
-nx y are ineotmeniurablen (11' thetion: for example,

ratio of to y is irration ai). SUch,relatlons.ae-vpobably

ult tc

student canna pictur, them.

'There are tWo:,other items

eat at the high

'Virtt, the

school level, however, since

which might prove of interest.

inverse of a relation is obtained by interchanging

in each pair in the reiat_ have:no

the inverse of a relation in the text because, once

again:, the -idea' more 4ri1P-oiant-'11-/hen- applied to functions and

we do not wish to have to da tinguiShbetween the ideas. SecOnd,

if the students have .covered Section 1-7, it ight11)pointed out

that since the.eomplement Of a subset of U" x is al66 a. subset

f U x U, the complerhen.t of any Telation 'in 1 x U is a

re atipn in U x U.



lees

are, designed-as.much fOr. practide An- graphing

21E7XIttrci se, idea is to- see that

U 17- is n -a,rela

all__ om eXplana ion. lrl.e
,

have tried

pick rely ions which are fairly obvious, since it,;is certainly'

butsid the provincet of thi6 text tosdeyelop specific machinery.

for arriving at defining equationa or these reations. if you

find theexOrdise tao'hard for most atddent- simply omit it. F*,

Exercise 3 may help'the student to guess .certain parts of 2

if .:11 has not previously found.,-th requisite equation,although

in tilts small finite universe; the picture is not always too

suggestive.

Exercise 4 emphasAzes graphing againl 4(e)- and g

lead to,A. discussion
. .

graphs of factorable ,equations if

you wish.ta devote any tim to it.

gises 5 apT.6 ask the stud an

of the definitionS cif ria relation and a Cartesian produbt, while

'.and 8 are deSigned to show that the universe is very, important

the, relation concept.

to4est-his understanding

Answers Exercises 1,1_

1. cc.The folioWihg 'do not b becauSe of kero,.c - because of

begativd integer, 1 2 s not in set and neithe- are the

fractions, f - 10 is not-ln set, i fractions -'negative

- because i x isany digit, 1_- is not.



NY:Y 7x -

Note: -.111 set builder notation we may :use ele

universe as part of open septence.

x'sY): Y) Y) ((x,y

xiY): -x = y

r} y) y k) Y) x

g) = 1). =

ents:not 14-dour,-

5x -47

or _2* -(y = x- 1) )

Note:- This is not intended. as ma eriai to whiCh curves a e.

to be fitted. If any answer is given which is correct

accept. it andcontinue without jdiscUs61
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Yes. See defindtion of a Cartesian Product.

No. The relation g104), (2 9)] where U is the ;set of

The Cartesian Product A k B (1,4)-(1,9)- (2 9))

-Hence,

itself a Cartesian Product but a subset of a Cartesian

Product.

y x and y =:

the subset of U x U exhibited es' a relation is not.

1-14. Functions

All of the material we have studied o4far.14ads up to the
.

concept- of a function, Since the subject ;to be-coveed_ during

this semester is that of elementary functions, it is worthwhile

spending some time clarifying the 'concept.

You will mitice that we havetakentko viewpoints with

xespect to functions.'. In one case. .a function is looked upon-

.
as doing something, that is, associating with or assigning to

the elements of one set those of another. In the other use, a.

Tunction is looked upon as being something, a set. of orderdd..di
F

If we take-the ordered pair viewpoint, then a function becomes
,

simply -a. speciai.kind (Many to one or one to one) of relation.

Many-mati*maticians commonly think of a function In the first

sense, and we have placed the ma emphasis-on this viewpoint.

Of course no mathematician would always feel compelled to think

in this-way and in practice either viewpoint may be adopted in.a

ion since they can be shown to be logically equiva-''given discu
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If We are discussing functions f functions compositiOns

the association .or-Mapping concept seems more convenient, while

heorder:re. dpir description 18 ote

tinting a function as a graph.

with both.

You should be very careful at this age to insist upon the

proper use of functional notation and hod to read it. If we

udent should become

write

fx

then we read,

lThe.fUric ion f which takes or maps) x into y."

If we pyrite y = f(x), we read

'y is the value of f at

f. --> R

is read_

f is a function from the real numbers to the real number

or

It

I a function from the reals to the reals."-

The student should not be permitted to say that y = f(x) is a

function. This is a common error of usage. Many mathematicians

still use y = elliptically, but being mathematicians, they.

undet-tand what they are doing. High school students, however,

are apt to, be /cry Confused'bY this and we wish to do everything
,

we can be clear about the matter. Thus, y = 3 - x is not a

"linear function" although it may kbe used to. define one over-the

teals, i.e.

f:x
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useful to visualize A function as a machine. e machine_

may be represented-as a:box with a holiper for inpu

Pigure

anc a spout

the input,,,a d th.range is the output.

:une TC,1-14
YY

y

If we place something in the hopper which IS not in the ddMain,

we can picture the machinejamming. This is net actually

happens when such an-event iocpurs.in an elctronic domputer;. it

stops.) This is a particularly -uSeful.device in handling the

compos4tion of functions,, which we deal with in Chapter 3.

In explaining the function concept you will probably wish'
I

to make. use of a variety of techniques. The machine is one sach.

Another. .approach might.be o suggest. a function from a domain

consisting of the students in the class to a range consisting of

the.seatS in the class and then ask for restrictions on the

assignment so that it represents a function. For instance, two

different seats could not be assigned to th same,student at

least one beat would have to be assigned to each student, etc.

Or again, inquire. into the possibility of defining a fUnction.

from the Set' of students t the set of thpAr weightd. Such

examples are easy to devise and provide a means of Tocusing.

attention on the essential properties of a function. Also it- is
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useful:TOVAthe Student to be- ware:of the fact that trie demain-

and range of a function nee6-_ot.be numerical.

n- -e rea

poin s in a plane or vice versa (Chapter 5).
r

It is .also helpful to use examples from the sciences. You

Might ask the students what physicists mean when theTsay, that

the length of a metal bar is a function of the temperature of the

o a

bar r,thatthe pressure of a gas at a given temperature is-a

nction. 0 the volume it occupies,. Make sure in each case that

entS.,srrive at a function Prom the real numbers to the

educing the idea `function as a mapping, you

tVha there cannot be more than one arrow fromshould poin

each element of the domain while there' can be any number of

arrows to each element of,the range, f there.is just One dr

to each element in the range',. then the function-is said to be..

one-to-one and, as will be seen later, has'an inverse.

The concepts of domain and range should be emphasized. It.

should be made clear that n order to define a function, we must,

have a domain. (it will prove valuable to the students if froth

time to time after you have completed the unit you s "-top and ask

for the doma n and range .of whatever function you may be consid-

ering at thee. -We, use tie terminology "real function" so

that the domain and range are specified as the set of real

numbers.

6 k
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These- xercl:Ses, the use of functional notation. Most

.K,.- _7 .,- I Zt ::--4

:f the exerCseti-Uivolvamilia functions though (e) and -(f)

may need Sdine- a.tte tionc-. The idea here, is toixclude certain

values frot the dorai and -range. The question of how to find

the excluded` l es-An-the range of a function has not been dis-
,

,==
cussed in the text..

function, poialways easy: Another useful procedure, wh--en

e way is to sketch the graph of the

feasible47,- ie ,todoIVethie equation' y = f (x) for x and to'

observe-,whiCh.values'of do 14o,'de e a value of x..Exerdibe

6.emphadzeagkin.:the .1.1nambiguou _aning of Exercise:

is an-.ihti5.O0itction-tO the idea-.0f:a-point diScon inuity,,and,the

studept:shouid,tle-mplieto'see that,theret a "hole inAtm0

function 8rdered-

in the grffpitOP. Ttit.

the graph of

x
.1,

AnsOer- Exercii

becaiaSe-_t is mUltiPle

means only thepo it =root



R except x

R,eXcept x = 2 or -

Do not discuss at

like this:

you test to nd values of x for _7=2_ equal

numbers ')oe een and 0, you will obtain magi

values..



f

100) .201

f(1) = 0 5

f(5 ) 16

f(a - f) 16

is not -, the o 1.1-ion-se .f a fun tion nc peirs.more

khan one ele e he range with each element of the domain.

2, 0) 1, (2,0))

in = - 1 -0,

Range, = (0, VI,

they are not the sane function, since lig does not in iclude

_zero'zero
domain orange,in

graph is. perhaps theclearest means of displaying a

_AL
function, .ince,tnewstbry is..all there at once= The student can

observethe behavior of f for the various portions or the

domain, and,. in most cases, irregularities are obvious immediately

The -difficulty is,, of cburse, that some _functions cannot be

graphed,.as, for example,
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C x ration

Since-high school students are not normally` exposed to such

fictions, however, this iS not of Very seri6us obstacle.

The graph might best be Altro

whose behavicir

Section.1-4112

graph of Ix' 4.-

interested-41i.

aced y 'using some functAon

not tOo

_0, the.

Y = as

graph'of

CbcpY)

as shown

obvious.

students should be familiary4h the

in Figu

Figure TC2 1-15b.

(-2r2)

Figure,Tc', -150

Or-.again,- you may wisp to use the, greatest"-
integer contain ed

ea-11y exiolS.ihed and

leads to some interesting configurations.; We define

function which, while not in the text

f:x [xl



F g.T C,1- 15

f: x 2 -[7]

Fig.TC 1-1, 5f 1-15g



Furthermore, an infinite cheOterbOard PatternUCO0

tioned in this manual under Exercises

even and y is even,

You may also ::find. it IFieTPftil. 'to sketch.' on the .blackboard.,

some :figures simile. those in Figure 1-15f and hake the

students determine_ whether or no they represent funetions by

applying the vertical. line, test. Exercise 2 on page 68 is also-
°X

a,useful tyPe of blaCkboard :exercise. and 'yOu will probably find .

it helpful to do one for them as an il,ustration before the
st_dehts attempt to do exercise 2 themselVes.

Answers to' Exercises l-1

24

d b are graphs of functions.
and 4: fail to''Meet the II vertical line test."
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teary of Chapter 1

In. this. section we have presented a brief resume the

various.concepts developed in the,chdpter for-review purposes.;

cellaneOus. Exercises

The-prcitlems contained:in:this set are in general more diff- .

CUlt than the oblems:contained in the body the chapter.

They `ire de --fled to test:a Students7 ability to use oncept
:7,--

of the chapte n somewhat original'bituations. Car 1 -eadiAg

A,and interpretatiOn of the symbolism i6 the key, 9: c _..,

. -

ar uming thht the basic ideas have teen master

. ,,,

If you feel preSsed for time, -it is not neees

of these problemsbe assigned. On the othe
'51.0-11

rr ,
-..,

. f .
assign- c me or all of them7a s a prp jeit ate , 1 e d-a- ied-o anan.

4
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extended period of time. It would also be4 'Do .b le to use,,them

as review exercises -near Vie. end of the course by assigning one

problem each night, along .with the current assignmevt.
4

Answers to Exercises for Chapter 1.

1. a) A

b) B

(- 3,-

9,16

,2,3,4,5)

A B = 1(- 1,1) 1,5);(- 1,7),(0

'(3p1) 0 5 (307),(4,1),(4-i5) ,

9,10,11)

- 5,- 1,0,3,4;15 21

142 3)

d) A UB =

ACIB

(0,5

4,7)
b,7)



a
allnaanaM115111



,
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A = - 2) )

b) Note: i (s + 2) + 2)(S - 1). B = li J1 ,40)

c) C -.-' ( (1,- 2) 19)(7,28))
d) D = 1,0), (- 11,- 2),(0,0),(0,-

(1 ) 1 2,0) ,t( 2,- 2) I
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In drawing these graphs we are plotting poin

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

to meet the conditions of the problem.

p(1) = 0

q(3) = 7

q(1) P - 1 3

p(4 1-q(0 )) = p(4 + 2)

q(p(q(0 )) q(p(-4) ) . q(15) = 43

p(1 +p( 1 + p(1)') = p(1 + p(1 + 0)) =

p(q(x)) = 4 12x A- 9x5 - 1 = 3(1 - 4x

q(p(x)) = - 3x2

p1 + 0) = 0
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exactly the same as

_
--171I I

,

I

- --

.-

i

I

,--tr._
i

- ,-

If you eread the definition

,y)=0)

,y): x2- y

or A\ B you will find it to

agree with the definition' for A n B'

Of the four parts of this problem, the first can be

shown .very easily. The ether 3 parts will be done in 3

different met ads. -It will be advisable to use the other

two methods wi each of the 3 parts.

A\ A is the same as A CIA' (which has been shown in

Exercise 1-7 2f ) - ,c6

Several parts of Exercise 1-7-6 will be used here in

this proof=

AN.(BUC) = A n(Buo An (Bln CI)

A nA n ñ

(A\ B)..c),(A..\

(An BI) n (A nc

A\ (B n = (A\ E) U (A\ C)

This demonstratibn will consist of an examination of the

conditions described on the -left side of the equation

and then on the right side. A \ Bnc -lst6 of those

elements in

apply this set

A which not in both B and C. If 'we

,

conditions to (A\ B) U (A \ C) we find



Any

x-a_

inclus

-the same element- either in (A\B) or (PAC) or both.

But it.dei"initely appears in the union of these two sets.

Elements_ not'in the,,,set on the left side would either

not be in A and This same condition

will rule it out

A l
1.

(B \.,G) (A(1 B)\

_the right

Bac): = (A'r1,B)

We shall `.use a Venn dip.gram 'method to

A fl(B \C)

E, ED

of points wh

dr y-axis .would not coincide,

on not n equality. '15r exam

tions n he

q(x,y)

(P( yq Y

,Y ),

A is a

this set.



poInts in the circle

oduce a$ a. Cartesian.

:et, the square

d encloee-i_.

ally, this giver a ymho

urn rectangle which wou

( It would be the. inimum"

method of filling out a
ntain,.the area: indicated.

sides are 1 or

Prove: A U B =

Given: x;z(x)

0-g(xa)

of uniOn will be
-= 0,

irst line. Similarly,

f(x)dg( ) = 0)

Then (x_

Urn t lons frOm R

no dictrisor# of Zero are known to exist, either f (x) = 0
to R for which

o (xe he first is true xc 6 A, if the
second x 6 B rd efinition. x:f(x)-g(x
C A LI B dti'd so the duality Is established.

N
p
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Useful.

Report the Commission on Mathematics - Appendices, College

Entrance Examination Board, 1959, Chapters 1, 2, 9

The Growth of Mathematical Ideas, Grades K-12, 24th Yearbook,

NCTM, 1959, Chapters 3, 8.

Insights into Modern Mathematics, 23rd Yearbook, NCTM, 1957,

Chapter 3.

Elements of Modern Mathematics, K. O. May, Addison-Wesley

Publishing Co., Reading, Mass., 1959.

Fun amenta1s of Freshman Mathematics, C.B. Allendoerfer and

C. O. Oakley, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 199-0'

Chapters 6, 8,
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Illustrative Test Questions for Chapte_

The following twenty questions with answers appended) have

been included in order to assist yoU in the preparation of tests,

and qUizzes. The order of the items is approximately the same

as the order in which the various concepts being tested appear

in the text. This means that you can use selected problems from

this list before the chapter has been completed. The starred
f.

itemb eal With ideas contained .i the optional material.aS

Sections 1-6, 7, and.12. Problem 2 is included for the benefit

of those who stress proofs in the course, and it would not be

a fair question fOr studentB Who have not seen a prOof of this

kind before.

For a Short quiz one or two problems, from this list would

be sufficient; a full period (40 to 50 minutes) test might contain

anywhere from five totat,en of the problems. It would be a mistake

to give all twenty questions as a chapter test unless at leas

two class period were planned for it.

Represent the following sets symbolically:

a) the prime num of the form 4n - 1 less than 0

-(tab date the e ents);

the roots of the equation x- 0 (use the

set-builder notation).

2. If A,13, and C are sets such that .A - B and B = G, prove

that A

Given A = (1, 3) ari'd B

such that ACCCB.9r.

4), find all possible sets
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Given U (10

tabulate

Al U BI;

A n

(A n B') Li (Al B).

Gr the solution set of lx 11 where the universe_

set of integers.

If A_ x 4- 1 > 7)

U 2, 4, _ tabu a e

a) A fl B1

b) u B)

Find 'IA\ and v such that (2u +.1 v -. 1) = (u - 1, 3v).

_. If U = R, sketch the graph of S = (x, y) : y < x and

1 < x. <

Sketch the graph of the Cartesian product A x B, where.

A . 2, 3, 4, 5) and B = (Y : 1 < < 3

10. Given

list the'mer be

and y 6 R);

1, 2, 3, 4) and the Cartesian product U x

of U x U such that x y 4- 1.y)

11. Graph the equation x1 1- 2 lyl = 4.

*
12. Gi-en U R, A - ((x, y) : 1 x2 y2 4), and

x, y) 3), graph the locus of

A n 13;

b) A U,B

13 Find a set selector whose set has the locus below:

(The dotted line I not part of the locus 'and the are shown

has a radius of 2 )



14. Express the following relations in set-builder notation,
regarding the universe as the set of natural numbers less
than 10:

a) (0, 25, (6, 8, 4));
b) ((7, 9), (8, -9) 9, 7) (9, 8), (9, 9)

1 . The following relations may be expressed in he form A x B.
Find A and B.

a) ((1, 2), (1
,b) Y) y

y)

R;,

> 3 and 0 y

(x y)
= x 5, y 5, and x, y 6 R

16. For each of the following functions, specify the domain where
the range is gillen and the range where the domain is given:

(7,

a) f : x y =NAK - I

b) f : > Y
x 2
x

Given the function f: x

t );
f (6);

f

Y 6 R, y 0;

x 6H, x - 1.
f (x) s +

I
2, x 6 R, find
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Elements of the domain which have 1 as an image.

18. Indicate which the following phrases apply to the graphs

below:

) a relation between x -y;

b) a function that takes x into y;

c) a function that takes 'y into x:

(2)

19. Given t he 'unction

gra hed at the right-, .sketch the

gra of the following funct

7--!> f();

b) (-

f (jx1)

if(x) 1.

Graph the following-functions
4

in the universe of real

numbers, incl- tcatin ,thethe domain and range the appropriate
axes:

f:

F

J



Answer

1..
=

b) (x = +=X- 2 7..0) (The universe in this cse-i.
the set of complex numbers, 'although it is not obvious

by 'inspection.)

This problem seems so-intuitively obvious that students may

*wOntler IhT:a.proof is needed. _The loOdnt is that we are usin

the = sin.. in a- ne'W way.and until:the property exhibited

,in this.iexerc has been proved we can do no more than

assume that it 10 true.

.The proof is to -how, `thy ition e lement of

e set A is an element of the t. C, and that every

element of C is an,element A Then by 'defAnition

A ---C.

One

Given:

of the proof oll-ws:

C are sets such: that A 7 B and

aince

and since B

plies a & B,

n 4:6 B implies a

fc.)re a im plies a E C

Also, since B C, then c E C- implies c 6

and s ync : A = B, then e B impl4 c A;--

c e-c mp 1 le

nce by. d finition:



), 2,

2,

2

Since the verse is the set or integer- this problem can

be done.!by trial using direct substitution, or normally

The 'solution set i

an integer,arid -4

by manipulation.

(

and the graph

(-2, Q'2

44, 5)

u 2,,

The shaded region. is. the

graph of It extends

indefinitely in the

riegafive y direction;

It does -ot inclUde the

lines' x = 1, and





or an equiwAlent form, such

e =,.

red locus

Y a\/
x = \2J and

A n B.

x 1.,, lc
7



-Domes n = (7 x R and x 1)

The graph of f is

From _he .graph we aee

that y = 1 is.not

contained-in the range

Solving x 2
±

0

>--
U)

SYMPTOTE

is undefined when y

-It 17.



..,



Introducttion.

This is the firt of two c
It is concerned with the- ract tha
is approximately straight Sufficie t1
'The straight .1 which. approximateb h

.cal Cl_-the tan

ementary me.thads

g ph at
coped fcr

'a pOlyno

Ode .be its p

near -point-

er,
n of.

4
.

perk-led with th

-e these- eras 14.PprOxiMately
OP

trie polynioniia The .loca-
.

should

aW-the graph

ordina

of Se

proc eSS

to polynomia,

hoda.- deeszthe Slope fir tion
called-th deriVatIv%

have deliberately . aVAded ,the= use of thi

o
's

word, and:the

notation. Teachers

using calculus language

-tie treatment; of...calcuIus can
felt that, the present treatment
gdod Intuitive background' for a

not

our beli& that:;
do dare, Ya then is

the sttdent with a
course in hou

J

;giving



e s ion that he alreaq knows' the sub

fa e. we are concerned wit aPproxiMati\ g, graphs by

' 4 \
lines it seemed advisable tti revi briefly those

-tons whose graphs are 't line --Thia - done in

Section 2-1 . Section - 2 is divide by..,exercise -lists Into

All of the. e-three lessonS.

=:developad for quadratid , functions

pas of the _chapter are

whiqh th--

1 near approximati occurs in' s leSt poiS4ble fem., In-

Sections- 2-3 and 2-4 these ideas are, aPpli4d ,polynomials.

'..degree, and Section :sumrqarizet reaufisi in termsf Ott

the _Ao-called slope function l ectIon 2-6 the -techni

, theTindil tne tangent' is :applied tic thy; solutpn ma4imum

and Miniblum Problems-

amount'

considerabl.- v e a -4 'interest`_

hes lications i'-'1.
.

1pol chool. Th1 Omip,
,,v

./- ,A-4.

ova ,,,-

i ere wi -Atilbsequent
of

time which is .flcir

probably Vary: cOn .

of this section 0_

ly. froM

together would

chapters. However, i- hoped that

a fair number thee problems,

they are Capable arousing i'n tai

2 1. Constant-Functions

Althou

tudent it 13 unlikely that

anguage . mapping used in Chapter 1. c. This

fore, at

the ideas .of this ection sh,ould iar to

the same time give

'ion will
a review of .important rater

valuable practice ,in the use of . function rotation.



Slope m 2

(c) .Undefined. at x = L.

Net a function.

(d)

(c) f(x). . x+ 8

(4) f(x)

(b),: 10

(b)- f:X

f(3

f(3)

= 5

3

) f(3)

= --13

Yes. The slope of the line through P- and AZ is - and

the slope the line Th_oU P and. :S. is 2. Two

lines through the same point having the same slope coincide.

b 0

d;g, define fUnc f :defines a futction,if

fails since it has more than one value of the

range for each value in the domain.





MINIM ETMINIM NI/Mar/NAIME
IIIIMME WA Mt Bill
ora1/4)MMINIMMEMCOREVNAIIIIIr. vvmr howomBMW Mann IMESSUME

11=Kak NMOk In it11KMORMg P I 111NW VMEWRIM

IMM11.111111
IMIIIMFA IMMIMUMMEILIAMM '%IIMMIMI III0E MEIAin ONMI NI

NM BRiimg
MENNE
IMMUNE=
EMMEN

AMEMNII
I

100 .1 ioo rge.?:7_:a2t5x5

100,1)

.-3(14) +.25 -_-, 4.2 = 100

(101.7

r(99.7) 0f8;

25.= 25

=9 2



f(53 3

53,8

t(54,4

f(52.6

7y +1 -0

8 mo

7y 1 = 0-

- Ay 16 . 0

-11y . 15
0
15
11 x 103

33
on

b

- 3-3y + 103 s 0

15. The slopes of the lihes AB and CD are and the

slopes of the lines AD and *BC are.- Since the

opposite sides -are paallel (have the same slope), ABCD

is a parallelograin. I

16. c(4,8)

--17; :x

4.1)

F

f(0)

f f(t21 ) . when t . 9. Tle

1

1, '2t71-1 on the graph of 1,

t-1) when. t =-1. Theh (0)

82

t s 1. Then f(0) = 2.

f(8)





2..2 Quadratic Fundtions

dted in. the introduction- thid section contains the idea'

df linear-approXimation in its simplestpdssible' fbrm.

.single term ,is omitted to obtain the linear approximation.)

Indeed, the most important ideas are explained in the

of the section-which.should be studied with gredticare.

Some -tgacherd May' Wish: to stress -Definition 2 -2 giVen in

the:footnote. Our feeling4s that normally itshouldd00.omitted

,:on the. first readin- in ien rl, we believe that the. treatment

f limits should be.kept-on an intuitive level ana.we,have net
.4

sised the impulse to formalize it except in a footnote.

The important cone pt of linear approximation should probably:

be illustrated by` further numerical work. F'oi example the

meaning of

X

Might be made clear by showing that the-omitted term .2x- can

be. made as spell a ion of 3x as one wishes by, takin
4

small epou

ess then, a

.

t tHat,the-tudent understaab,t o rou h1y the.:

rctir,.efined i5 Chapter 1, Tnegraph in

help mind 4,16 definitio ;.



which we shall!prefer..

6
the preseme section, the ..,only pritp rty, cf the absolute Val

n oh:used is,thae
To.

ab . I

This result, is ahairlios t edia consequence of the secsecond

definitio -deed

Fig. TC 2
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1.111MIIMEMINIM

MEM-MEM
11111Fik1111I11
URINE

LIERFAIMMEEM

1111111

MN I

3.

(d) y x

L

-f-

X

+ c near x

3x 2

1 + x

+ 4

6

Error =

Errdr = . 0.0018.-

Error = -0.007
.Error =1 x = 0'006

Error 0.d018

2Error. = --a.0009



for

92

0.01 0.0050

6 ; or

9050 o

Answe o ercises 2 -
2 at.

-2)
Pages 105 196

1 F2

Equation
tangent
y x
y = 2 x+.4

9

poi



= At: poln

x h) h

+ h = t IT === 1 a.nd f -2 See
I . Exercise la,.

R'rig f (x) ,fors graph ,..:
P,

b .sr . (6 - x 7 i
T 6 - h d See

Exercise lb
Range < 9 for graph

'ST -. h) (x h + f(h)
See

If -.5 - ith =
h=

rci_s6 lo
7 or 9

, for graph

Range f (x



Yi

6

2Ix hl

Ans vier Page '1

.1 4111 (x: f4(11)

b

2ah b

h. :when

itimum- since a O.

.2 15.)h.:-÷ 0 7 10h tD(= .when h 0

a Maximum sine a
2 )11, 4CL- 6

a imur since a < O.

- 24(= 0 whenP

a maximum

imum s in

h 1 0 when 'h

a mi u n O. \

ince

> a.

a < 0.

(?1

h

0)



eqUal-roots. The :ma.ximyri,o

have to,sbe zero, inde the gra
the

value or 't

wii b gent to
In addition the quadratic fortula gave the
two': equ al roots as b

2a
2 2b2 Itac

4a.

But since

_a > 0-

Y

ax` bx

No,real root
Minimum value

opens upwa d

p©si e

Two unequal real roots

Minimum value is negative



:o equal when x =

.2±441aastmL5-1J'a4LUammaLatOa
is -.en .extension Of ..the previous

higher degree ad itional property of the, absolute-value
urc .cmcid 1-equired,, amely that

Amain using the

v
whidh equlvalent

26_13

and hence to

or

tab

-,:at
4

Now equation (2), is eaay, o prove. If a ) and b hale
., .

ite Ti.gns- at' 0

Otherwise

Hence in any

have

cAse

and therefore
.

holds, with the sign

oias



goge- 116

tangent

(b
44:

The sketches fo exerotse

are not in scale, this is

the best war to shoW the

havior of the ,function pe

the tangent.



E.

bX1'
4

i bx I ,

ibtlx

1z21 141

.1b

(laj bl)

the rror E , -can be made as small as e please by

choosing mall eriou

If we Wish E e, then qe-mus :take

bx- ex

ex + d = ax3 bx?

2
ax b)

11s I x I approaphe! 0, ax .4 b

i(ax b) bl =

If we-wish 1 (ax b)

0

10,

bl e, we choose lx1

oaches b.. since'

bx2 has the saine sign as b for

sufficiently small.

Answers t Exe cises_2

Slope = 12

b) Slope , 15h4

Slope + 6h
2d) Slope = h- h

Page l25'



+ 2

Slope:.

.16)

(11- -16)

,S1ppe =
1

(2, 0

(-2,

12 + 6h + 6h2

it-a-rrlative-itnim07'pOint .

dielatiVe-maxiMUM-pOint,

2- 12h 4' 3h (= 0. whedj-- h

is a relatiVe maximum po nt.

is a relative minimum point.
'*\

(b2 =-

12 + 3h . 0 when h = + 21,6r h -2)., -

a relative rainlmurhillciint. 02 6

is .a-relative maximum iiht. (b2 =

12 + 6h -,6h = 0 when h = or '11 = 1).

1)2.= a2 +

a3

f(x

a relative maximum point.
(P2 -9)

a relative minimurd point. (b2

+3a

- 6k + 6x - 1.

b
1

. 6 - 12h 4,6h2'.

b
2 . -6 + 6h

b3' = 2

At P

9-

- 6 +

6h

Point ofInfl c

Relative minimum

10



Level occur at,

The graph also goes throu i poths 2, -6) (0,0) and (2,10

4,,



Y

lb) y 0

(c) y = 54 6r

(d). 3. (SiAce eq tlon repre tnts a strai t

Pbint is not on gr4ph Prdblem should. read

and Minim roblems

o solution in real, numbers-;

pr vidu ly,statedit js desirable that some of these

problem., be tak n up. Since the most) LtiffiCtalt-part pf th6

problem ma ell consist finding the function ta
'Ww

ire or





Vuic

or, of exQrLAL)e-0 u, 1.01,

61 _ 1QUIWA L,



,Answe Exe c 2
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1111..1111

Al

3
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4

4Qx

It

103

VV )

_1 u
.1 0 ,.L.

4 0 LI 0 I 0 000--A
3 27

1 A

3
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Li tf

I
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If e .31Ci I d pi ticive

Ara e ( 4

polynomial
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If

If h

Er' or

talc,"

;

b) (x'- h)

- Y = oc

(2.0

(4 u - 4

1G9

) and f:x--,

y 4

Ix IA I

A t

/

ow

u01

01

* .J

A.. A

Al ,
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dent recognizq w ipuidti.pLA
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c d eqvs, 10tutest1116 to see UlAaL
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0
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NC

30. d = 88t 16t2 d = t 11- 0 L.).t. 7- odena3

d Li= 8 - 3

1.1,Answer, in will 11,,116,11t, 1,21

It will hit the ground 11, LLocoLL,I.J.
2

Aiif di = t 4

J1. J1H..0. d I 6.. A CA ,,1
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If f - x

As the. tangent -is y (7h - 3) (x

f (X) i going o cro _ _

depend on the a1gn

,Lie6at
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44aa H. 1 A

flat ui 12£loet1.a.
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Illustrativ

elnd a, 14near ruict.i
r (3) 2f(4),

115

if a Iinear function a slope

for Chapter 2
,

k.4q.14 Lticito r(e) sand
'147

x vitio,t, 1- L.Iku j ci tI 1:%pAiL.1,

ii f(A) 10 .4 IiiAcap Lliat

whaL lo th, kope oi r(x)?
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graph of f = x 3 6x2 9x 4 as'el'the

maximuma-relativeminimuM or a,point'of

11. ._Find the paints.on the graph of flx) = '2x

wherethe7slopels-,

Find an,equationor the'tangent

f(x) =-j0%,÷ 3X2 -, 4x r at its p4jrt,of,infleo

If'a 36 inch:: piece cif wire is cut into .2A)ieqes to be.formed.

.into a Square and an equilateral'trianglel what is the

maximum total'area of these .2 figures?

EXpress the polynatial- 2)d 6 5x2 ;+ 4 the form

a + a
1
(x - 3) a (- 3

2
+,.,a (X

Find the quadratic polynomial whose graph passes through%the
. .

o lgin and which has a relative maximum at 2, 3)1

A fight triangle whose hypotenu is 5 ip rotated about one

leg to form a right circular cone. What is the largest

volume, which the pone can have

1.

f(2)

Illustrative Test gies Ons.fc,

) = ax,.+ b

2a 11- 1:1-= 3

If 3g 4-

2a - 5a

and b = 5

b =- 8a 4- 2b,

(4a b) a + 2b '

-5a = b

a

2



2k
3

at (0, 1)
'2x + 1

tangent is

4

(0; 4) tangent 1 y



Y

Error = 4x2

4x2 0.(1

is tangent. at poih (0,

If Error is to be less than 0.01

0.0025

1x1- 0.95

4 - 3x 4 2x2

h) h

h) 2b(

r
Let x

Then f(x

An wer -0.05 < x <'0.05

4 - 3(x - h) 2(
f(x) = 4 + + (4h

Tangent at h, h)) will be y = (4h -
For the-tabg it be hi rizonts.1

34h 3 0 and h.-. Tr

)(x -

y

= 2k

3 - lax 0

2k 4- 3( 3 ) -

125,

'4h(x h) 2h2:

112



12x .+ 9

0 when x-2 - 4x and

.= 6x 12 at 1 is negative

at 3 is positive

at 2 is

-2

and (3,

2x3 a X2 18x - 10

6x2 18x 18

14tive maximum

pint of inflection.

a relative .miniiam.

When does f

For

6x2 - 18x 18 .

6x2 18x 17 . 0

x would have to he 1aaginary. So there are no points at

which the slope of the tangent is 1,

f(x) = x3 3x 4x + 3

fl(x 3x2 (A- 6x - 4

For f (x) 0,

X1 A- X
2Point of inflection where x and x

2
are.

maximum and minimum points.

(-1 + la) + 8 -1

I 0-

1



.9)

y ax ti through

-tx 2

, 9 ) with slope of -7

xample_is.

MIME 2-6, Exercise 4.=UMMM.=MEI=NM
MIME
MIME
MIME
MIMEO
1111111111

Are

0

Length- of- wire
formed into

Then

cussed in the Commentary.

If represents the piece
of wire to be cut and formed in-
to a triangle, the area will be

6 - x 2 2
1ffA ( )4 7

This gives a relative minimum
At = O.

15.

2ax 0 and b = 22a
-b = 4a or _ -4a

.4a - = 3 ,and,".- af,=

3 2
so b =





This:chapter covers material on the solttion Hof polyno-
.

(mial equatIons, u-,uspallincludea in a' course.ln advanced

algebra. -It differs from tie conventionaltreatments.in.

three respects. uses somewhat moreprecite terming--

logy and a greater amount Of'symbolitm-than is Cuttotary.-

On the otifer hand, thetreatment-Of'sYnthetiC:division

is more intuitive ,than usual. 3 For the.comPlitation of

irrational roots, Newton method- has been used rather.. than'.

Horneris method. This matter is,ditcussed more fully in the

comments on Section 3-8,

Some_ historical `info iat in ;has been inCluded in the

,text with detaYied references to generally accessible books.

This subject offers unusual opportunity to give the student

an inteiesting and understandable introduction to the history

of mathematics.

The appendix contains a section on the importance of

polynomidls which includes a treatment of the Lagrange yiter-

polation formula. Thisiwork-is suitable for a longer course

-r forsuperior. students.

1.-- introduction and NOtation

This section gives an overview of the history of the

'problem of determining the zeros of a given polynomial. It

also includes an extended treatment of the use of' summation

notation.

1 2 9



The summation symbol is used

of degree n in abbreviated form!

th Connection it Should be noted that
o.

-is mot:defined

for ;i

t x

_
e -Tr4y-m-ake e-raph-bf x cart inuous

strictly speakirigo

X
_ 0 1

by supplying the point (0, 1). In this way ..by taking

.= 1 for all x in the .summation nothti n for

include the Constant term.

the zero polynomial-is said to have no deg qe. '(,See

pagej534- This is consistent with . ;Theorem 342 on page. 157..

The problem involved in,assigning-a degree tothe zero poly-

noMial .is suggested 15y ,Exe -else 74 6 in Miscellaneous Exercises

page 217.

we

Answers to. Exercises

7
1. Z (2i - 1) = 1 + 7 + 11 + 13 =

7 7
21 1i1 11

age 14-

Or

(2 4 ÷ o ÷ 8 + 10 + 1 -+ - 7 49



al a ÷ a14 5a5

but



!edition, Subtraction, Division, Multiplication an

Compositionr of Functions

This section shows how functions maybe combined.tai

new functions. The algebra of PolynoNAls is developed from

the functional point of view.

Rational functions are melioned only briefly (see page

uity which is .not

discussed in this text, A rational ;'i` icton is continuous

at: alI points except when the denominator is zero. But

198) because of the ..problem ot di

since the domain-doenot include-these points we say that a

--rational function is-continuous-at all points of its dothain.

0

a )



The .comprehensive treatment. 'of composition ions

is basic.to much of the remaining work df the course. This

discussion quid logically he pladed at the end of Chapter 1.

The,decision,to postp ne,,the treatment until this time-was

somewhat arbitrary. the teacher should .feel free to introduce

the, work: on-coMposition of functions at any timelfollowing,

Chapter 1.

In Illustration under-Consideration on page l6

op of page) the function g o f is not necessarily the

same as f o g.

Figure TC3-2a. Point

1 3

on i:.he graph



Figur

'the Pdirlb.

21D. Point On the graph-1

e UTposition of functiOn not enerally commd7

1g hieal analysis of g o f and g will

statement . (.See.FigurTC3-2a an1-.130 To

g o f given the .graphs o 1" and we lodate

P2 in sequential order where
. .

o &nt on the grSph of f; P2(f(x)

is thelintersection of the iine -y

.P wh14i is parallel to he.',x-axis;

and the line th

g. is the
intersection o the graph of g and the line through P2

Which,is parallel'to trielaxis And final3y g (f(x)))

he intersection Of the line through P3

to the x-axis arid, tie line through P whic

which_is parallel

s parSllel to

the y-axis. The pint P is on the graph of g o f;



other pOlnts on the curve may be Similarly obtained.

To sketch the graph of f o g We take pi(x, g

any point on the graph of. g and successively locatethe

The Point

P (g g(x))-
R .

, 3 0( 00))g(;)

and Pk(x, f(g(x

X, f(g(x)))

-,Figures TC3-2a-and b cleat ishow'th0 the compos

of functions is not in genera commutative sinte

Graphing' a function.

As we have seen in several cases, the -tudypf the

,prol*rtips of

of its raph.

If f(-

a function iss)ften helped by a consideration

= f(x) the Rion is said to be an

dd" fUnction and _its graph is symmetric With reSpCdt to':

an "even." f

to th4e

not

if f(- x) f(x) the function is C:alled

ice,
t ibn and its graph Is symme ric with respe

x) axis. The gi4h0h:of a polynomial function can-

etridwith-respett the-xaki.S (e

triviai ,,..

casef 'the zero polynomiaA).

dept for the



will ha

Page i 57

all fr m to n and-

degree less

'nge signs Ofr!eaqh b. .If

zeror-the 417ndt-have-aegree.
iy

r Exercises b.

,P(x)

3P(x)

= 5x

4x 8

P(x) 4 2 + 2x + 8
P(ix) Q,(x) 4x2 11x + 2

The addition if polynomials is commutative

ciative.

and assn -.,7

The multiplication of polynomials is commutative and

sociative. It is also distribUtive with respect to

addition Under': ddition and raUltiplication the real
(or complex 1.1iimbers obeY these laws'. "Tfit rules for,

adding and multiplying polynomials are .such thgt:

these laws go oveA to polynomial addition and multi!

plication.

1 36
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cises 3-2t. Page 167

2 f(g(- 2 = t(0)

= g(T(0)) g(. 1) = +

g(g( )) g(3) = f 5

fr

f (x ¢ 2)

( - 1)

14x

1

t 4x
-3( - 1

Sl_p Cpf - d

61.

1L



a)

b)

fi

c)

132

g)(x) = X5

g)(x) = xR

The operation is not the same as o operatl

f g) (x) x x - 6

4x[(C

(C u

(6

g) o h(x)]

x2

) -

o h) (6 0

(;lvcri 3 real

- 6

disLused fur all

By def1111 ion

6)1

Lx

- A

LiAd t.,

)

all A

Lhelr .,;orntho dual,4111 j

f`( x) 6

,

1, 0

A Al



[f c (g

[(f 0g

(x)

f o h

Evaluation of

133

A (bX CX) 1 = abx aex

[a(bx) + 11 + [a

= abx acx 2

X e C.

1]

Synthetic division ib presented app.11..aL1011

L11 distributive principle is efficient and easily

justified. The pm here devei,,ped 1 'utied in c 111putin6

with machines since the only ope _ lono required are succes

olve atAki 1:o1.1c,x Lttau 1-010111g Lk.)

LA n",Lek e IA

t.

ILA LAA4.1 j ,ok1L1

11

L,

) hi

1
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h) + - h)Q(h) + (x - h)2Q1(x

Hence bo 1(0 and bi = Q(h). By continuing thla pr
we obtain

f(x) f(h) - h ) )

and so on. The required

1'1c:A

Ludy

Q( )

11y by os.4%;,; vc,:

inett,a 10 II., al p

I V cf.' Ly

bu dc,veiop LI1 siwi, I .1 cdui"

For exampl, to expand x 3:

2 we le4 1

4

euci

(that
6),

1

_V.
2

f

1

§x

1

2?

lvi] Law

er LtAg.4

414,4 I ,A.c; Lhuu

+ 2 In powers

6
2



2,
3

+1

4-4

+1

-3
, -3 +10 29
3 +1 +1

3 § -9
- -11

.1.- 0

3
1
4

1 1

135

-2

i-1

7
3
8

4 8 2

12

1

2

1.)

2
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3 -u. Remainder and Factor Theorem-

In this section the remainder and factor theorems are

developed as an outgrowth of the process of synthetic divi-

sion. The remainder theorem is applied as a testing device.

and

,

4

2

+2

0

b

2

U

.e

6

20

4

1)

4

- 12

-2

U

1

d d aiAO

or - 1) as a
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If P(x)

1 +3 -12 -K

+6 4- 6 9 b) - K = 9

9

A A +13 -11 10 -2A

A 0 13 24 2A -14)1 sake 14 =0
eA - 14,

Zer0o kJ/. ko

Zeros of a function are looked upon as solutions of the

113 _8

ynowA010 r 1111 1t Ls QL r.,Iynom.10.1 E40.1LaC1u1lka

L(A.

pd1);

secLiona the diScu66

roots of f( ... 0.

Qv a4L04110Lely ®u tt.c., Llv ,,,,wp"neALL Vk

L1 i 1..

)); caner[: 0 10 OUUl.:Oei.11116

is in t -s of 'ekca. aL flLllct1.ons as

cqkA_I
. .

i.

L _ L. IL )

7



is a zero

d) x =1

a

b)

138

0 = 0 and so x

=4) and

-4)'

(2, 0)

(2, 0)

-4)

2 < A < L e

Ratiunal Zeros

The student Should be encouraged to make ifttelilgent

gUeebeb at the Ze.vue a M t LiAio vJiv,.%AlA

Ube all of talc: "

The vcre

Viac d 00U'

love

a) x - 2,

)

b)

1 to L.

maleclul 4u1,- oLudb&I.PIS 0

A iv

,

sous

(lyv
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a) x = 1 x = 2, and x = 3
b) x . 1, X = 2, x = 3 and x = 0

x

x

a) x

dik Mal

r

x

= - 2, =

= - 2, x =

= - 2, x ©

a.

2,

1.4

1A d.o.r£rlaaw1.

r Ira I

I

L l.111

61-ct kki 1 1 _. 1

.t!

and x .-- 1

- 1, x . 0 and x = 1

1, a d

- 2 and

A.A a.. I 6 A

I tit

At IA, .,,A0

k 1... k

to

1 1 4
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An intelligent guess at the zero of a polynomial and ap-

pliaation of the Location Theorem will enable the student to

calculate the zero to any required d 6 __

ever, the p

of accuracy.

lure may lead I,o 1,1. us, inv,,lvdd

Answers 1,0 Excreloeti ,j- (

1.

0-1

ti

Pu 4.

reit, 199



6. P k.

F(0) = k and P(1

For, - k and 2 - k tQ be di rent in sign, we
q

must have 0 <.k <,20 sinee, if k < 0, both

k >, 0 and 2 - k 0. If k > 2, both - k 0 ,

and 2 d k < O. Another way to see this is to graph

yo k and
-1

2 - k. Whcn both y and

are positive or both negative we cannot use that

value of k. 1:3 t when one y Valuc 10 ab+Jve the

k -axle and ttxe ottier 10 be1w, we L_ obIble

k-val



ho

The obje AVeof sects

theoretical and, practical methods for tindin6 zeros

It is possible

t Is to Owvelop

td obtain an approximation to the zer

function for inspection of the graphs . HOpidr 6 method lo

sometimes used to'cipte-_lue -Lev() 0_ polynomial to

de6ree ui aCcu.va,y. no."yer lh
selected for s veral reasons:

It illustra ei

discu _e ,pt el 2.
°c

the ad\,a,,,

A aLA ;I 40 tai 11

3.1 1t ksua11, oovelbe_

it

I ,fiuk Iso

A if_

L.(4-xt, Newto'itA Aab

olOp

I 11, _ .111 A

th, LA 1+A

1 vi 1 1, 1 1-LA I, 1

I

c

1



1k3

Figure 1J 3-8a.USing-Straight line _interpolation to locate

LILL) A ALAI, A

4 LL4 A.s., A A '44

la 4. 4A A LL. 1t k J. iJ
111,- 1, t v 4, AUVIIIda 114 1, 1 1

40 411u.tpaLc. th_ prOCeLU1 Lw L rain,

L,. 1,)JS'i1L(44I LL4tiL I144. 1 .11r L

.L)
X ; d JA

1 Ld kA) L-

L L ,14, .14, tou A A1

IL X \/C.A I ic. L ,4l1,, 1

A L L t ; I /11 1113 I

L \ \
)

)







-.5, our 'first

-
approximation.A Q. may -us, .-straight lane

interpolation again (dee -Pigu e to obtalh cia This

0.97 or q 0.10 and our sec pnd straight llne'
2

.
approxin ation i 0.1 = 3 6 to the nearest .one-tenth.

-5,33)

Figure TC 3-8c. A portion of the graph- of x

in the 'Interval. 3.5 C_ 3.6.

I: a favorable rituation with a,good f1rst approximation

NewtnIs,process works for polyn9mials and -for other contilhuoup

functions.' Under certain circumstances the method may faif to



converge. For exam 1' If the'
is at x and the ;tangent' at at

and forth between xi and ,x (See pie gigure

Tigure tC uccessive approximations b on 1 s method

fluctuate back and forth between x
1 1 and x 3.20;
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eltoe7-It-4s-ppa-reint-that.the-graph-Of-the-pul

a point inflection between x
1

and x Successive apprOximations2

by Newton s method fna.y actually get worse. This is illustrated

in Figure 3-8e.

Figure TC 3-8 Successive approximations by Newton:

method may actually get worse.

Here again 1: Shou 4Hpe noted that he curve has a point

of_ inflectior 4 i the'interval xi; )c= In such a case straight

a isfactory rirstfine3'interpolation may be used to give a

approimation to `the root

For further discussion of the err6r4involved the teacher ma

refer to George B. Tholias, Elements of Calculus and Analytical

k Geometry; Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc. 1959 pages 165--171;
a
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sscise a Pages -204205--

2
X

-xn+i n The first choice or x should

Probably be x1 1.5

tici.5) -1. =7.4. +. 1.5 = -.6033 4-1.5 = 1.4167

-.00703 9 1.4167 1.4142 which checks with table
value of if = .414

2:x x-- =0`,

562

by formula'
Y 4a 13 7_ -1 +4.123

2 -2 1.5615

- ITT - 4.1231.562 x,2 -2.5P15

x - 12x + 1
0.083 r f(x) = 0. f(0.083

0.084)

2-1 is- much closer to the secant in e ection,

1 2,-1)

.004 +

-.0074

2,-1



eXtended.tO the casewhere the coefficients o
a.

are convex numbers (which stay ,be real). -T elfundamental theoreth
..,

of algebra (that every algebraic equation whose coefficienK; are

cami4ex numbers ,has a solution which is a cotplek number) is

A.nfortalIY-developed illustrated. 4d discussed..

--Is the soluti

.0? the- solution.

The set of zeros of -P

= If we set. Pii(x

:r2, where k =, if the-mUltiplicity of each zero

and k < n the-tultiplicity of any zero (that is,

tea greater-- than -.i.

of

The agreement to count the roots of 13- ( ) (or the zeros
s

.

of -P (x);) in the 'manner stated in the text' is purely a matter of

convenience, It enables us to say simply that any equation

degree has n .roots. Strictly Speaking we mean that p
n (x)

may be written as the product of nliinear faCtors (not all of

IiiCh need be' different ) ... FrFrom thepoint of view of set-theory,

the solution set for Pn(x) . 0 may very well contain less than

elements. This notation should cause no confusion since the sum

f the multiplicities -of 'the zeros of P
n is

55



1

Answers to Exercises 3-9C

2+1)i[x7 (2-1)11x 1] x- ( -21)1tx-
2 - + 5)(x. _2 + 13)
4 - 1 3. + 42x2 - 82x 65)(x 1

+2i)1

4- 2- 11X +5 - 12x +,,147x 65

The coefficient of x is -11. The sum of theteros is
-1) - 1 + 1 + (3 21) + + 2i which is also 11.

The constant term is -65.. The product of the zeros
1)(2 - 1)(1)(3 21)(x + 21) which is 65. The product

is the negative of* the constant term.

a s -210

x - 2 + 3k) x

1)) + 31)][x - 2 -
4x 4-13

X =

X
+

1 +

+1 +
or x

3 H (x -2) 3 ]

or
2

x.=

double root

X

= +3i, x -31.

or

or
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TroO118 may be shown Only one is given here.

P(a 4.1b a and b are rations]

22b

The coefficients of '8(x) are ratio 1, If P(x) i divided

by 8(x) we get a quotient Q(x) and a remainder R(x) =

hx k -.possibly of degree-1 (but no greater

and all coefficients of are rational. Thus

This

P( )

diftity in.x. By Ipot40.1 4k;
a .4.-Jj

and from above S(a b . 0 80 We-get,

0 0 1- ba hb k.

If hb I not. zero we

-ha - k
*7--EE--

which is impossible.

So hb

where h, a, k and b are rational,

. 0, and since b hpmust equal zero

and as a consequence k must equal zero. Therefore

P()

Since S(a a b 2) . 0, foliows that

P(a;-
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..: ; ,.

y.
:

dUbstituted for

2= (x

the p

+1.

oof given in answer to Exercise 4, with

'will be correct.

VOr a b here

,g.146ot lb rational and there

is no doMparable theorem since

is nO conjugate surd. If a

,,roof like-that in,Exercise- 4 is attempted it breaks,

dOwn because at the step

;

the

hb

issubstttu

cOntradictioii-

Answers to.Exerdise

;a and b axe,qn

:-(1,d -and e'

3x

.3rd decree

ed for,2 both sides are rational and:

eded in the proof does not aPpear.a

ti

ble

3' roots'.:-..

Pages. 215

ciduble-root and x =

3x 1 2 '.0.01401 & root.

3rd degree - oodtS::

+ +

x = -2.

4th degree

6 5
x + 2x +

6th degree

X6:2x5-4-

9X + + 2

4 i7ooto.....

f
3x + -I. 2x

6 rooks

-2.

-1-tv-IDIe root an

)(AAble roots: ,

-1,
x = -I.

Doub,le roots:
x . 1,
x = -1.



1

he

numbers there is a theorem establishi tg the fact.

A reciation or exceptions follows:

a l = 0 has a root not an integer.'

b)

)

2 = 0 has roots which are ra io

x le := 0 hasy imaginary a oots

as a Mal root.

The students m g1it state' that the Fundamental Theorem oL

Algebra, would-require a coMPlex

. 4 6x = 0 And ! =

d ix

zero for,equations

ud6'.hts have.uSed

complex nUMbers, theyDeMoivre's Theorem to find roots

Point Out that roots of pdex number r9 --cgPlex

numeerb.: As a matter of fact, complex powers of compleit

numb Ors and complex roots of,complex-numbers-lead to

nothing more complicated. than complex numbers..

Secondary MA the tics:)

ellaneousiExercisea of Chapter ages 217-

The better student should:recognize the quantity in

cparenthesesat'a zero of the-general quadratic

2ftx tax Therefore When uSed inpla e of

we sho_ld get zero.



- 1=1

1=

have

(loo

, 502 500.

2 = 102,010 000
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14

For real values never be neg tive. This

means has a' minimum value bf: -14. have,

Ppel,tiVev4lUe so P(x) haVe the .x . 14.

Another wa4:4 1 0 to -Obtain the zeros for They are -Os

Zero turns out to be a,relatite'maximum.

Produce=the.-ame minimum value of -14. Since

this graph' will look .like he letter. W no values wall :.occur

Ahai(s Theorem enq e'.the -degree of the zero

Poi El-ther:P or Q or both may have degree

If" ;-both, we get k k = 2k

If.one, wee get k n'=-k.

There is no real Value of which. satisfies b6th of these.

equations - This combines with the result in the text to

show why the .zero paynomial does not have a degree

assigned to it.

) Either rn or rm whialever is largest will be tie

maximum degree.

Either- 'nor- em whichever is

maximum degree

c) rn sm.

The degree of R w6uld be

a) P(0) = -1.

b) P(1) . 3
c) P(2) = 45.

161

argest will-be the .



Students assigned this problem should be
expect -a unique pblynOmiail

2aix a2x

=

-11.

Adding the last two, we get = -
= -5. Bd. = -3.

Subtracting in the above two, give us

2a- 62a1

ei = 3 - a
3

by -5

-5 -
= 7 -

or a = 3 - a
- 3x2 + (3 a

2 3- 3x

i0e, or -23 ÷-10a

Hi



- La)

P (x)
-n.

If now b,

Pn(13)- (13

SinceL b a, b

Qib) 0, i

remainder or

Q(x)

,P (x

Q(b) Which equal to 0.

0, therefore Q(b) must equal zero.

a divisible. by (x b) without a

R(x) and so,

6,3



n _n
whiGh-maansL--,

.diVleible-by n i even,.

21)(x 4)(i 4)_. - 16x 16)

A) (x b ) .a b wig leave a
b b

tam+ V.



,
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a ion in which an apparent sikplifica on

e=diffidult. Thus, when b = a, the

0 becomes 4fteaningless and the method

down (there being only one equation

on of a and y ). We shall proceed

C..; C-; 2

- _ (

Ito, 1 i 1dt V 1 ,, we c.= u k, L, , t (Li _

iis t-..Lki4o

NI-A..14'16

Wt oeeL

ec

I as I .

t



A.1

23.

AL Ai b 4

P ( ) ( X
A

Zerua are al.,

y-interc.epi la

642 * 24a -24

2 a2.- 6a3

69_3 a 30

a
3

= 5

Dt,uble

NO poiuto vf infi Li Lo

-24

. 25

Imi

AZ



a

Ss,

Zeros

y-intercept is

161

=2 (4 ro

16.

A relative mtnimu occurs at

No point of inflection.

For large. lxi, P(x) .behaves

P(x) -. (X

Zeros are at X =--=

y-- I .ercept IS

A vcIaL1ve

like X
4

1 (double

A 1.clat1 vc 1i1aX1111 _ 1,4)

A ioit1L

.13% lxI re

,ur

IL

ftglatlVs_; 1111111m,,

(u,

1,,Lovco

4L-

P.

t

ot)
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162

A point ofofd inf'loction occurs at 2,0).

As.lx1 gets large , P(x) behaves like x

(A

(

((A f 1)(X f .!)(

)

y

It I

)/k 1 t
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*28. N61 walue of k since cubic polynomial will always

have at least one real root. (Imaginary roots must

occur in pair

For k > -4 <-5.

For -5 < k < -4 as we Shaw below.

Fir._ find. Pl(x) = 6x2 - 18x la. PI = 0 if

x . 1 or x s 2. = 5 k and P(2) k.

)1b a trailIMUm- ) IS a m ivait

P(e)

1t 1 ,/ 14G.4.11,
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32. The conjugate of function is the function of the conjugate,
a) P(2 - i) . 3 + 41.

by J=.(2-+ i) ..-Q(3 t) = ( )4 i)(2 . 2 -

c) P(2 i) Q(3 + i) = 4i)(2 - = 10 5i

If complex coefficients are permitted: (b) 3;

(c) 3.

m
4. coe fi tents must be real:

3. )
3

- tip

G)

/3)

t L 11eL1 t,

IL

f.

atlytic 1 111

But

klo a

in
q

Al v 1

CAI

4; -(t)

I
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4 ,

The even numbered terra 4 of each binomial expansion

add 'cut, 80 all trAtioga19,are ellminated

2

2n-2 .0

his expansibn, the rational terms add4P to zero,

the irratiOnals are left.

The four .terms ,of to sequence can be shown by successive

differences) t be the forin n- 1. The polynomial of
st ae

tei which q-

aadea to A2

1, Any polynomial which will have
e

at n = 1, 2,, LL will, when

ab,d 1crli of polynomtalpi

in 3

L,ti lot

1 I 1.l AIL



u rig 8 to elim- Actions,ime get:

( )- 14

..._ ,.-

--t- 40 =

_

x + 3x - 1 + 14x2 - 28x

+-14 -4- 40 .

.- 5x + 5

This method c ly be used when, every zero undergoes

exactly the s.
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Illustrative Test Questions fcr Chap

25
Evaluate I k(ktl) -

k=1

2 5

k (k_l
-k=1

he functions f:x 0-x-2 g:x

and h:x F x1 - x 2x - 3x 1, find

[(fg) +

Given

G1- 1(
'Find

h

it

(A t

Loe

3
A

Line ivr

g:x

- ex 4- 1 and 6:x-

30
A I A

u) L1.1 y aAlo,

1

et, of

t

ind

rx.- 4.. 3x -

such that

UAL; V ,A1n4g=

f JO, rit1.1 0,4.1 L k _3)

6



11, Find the root of x x + 1 = 0 between 0 and 1 correc

to 2 decimal places.

12. Using .Newtont s method, compute the real zero of 5 -

correct to 3 decimal places.

If P(x) and Q(x) are polynomials with real cOfficients,

such that P(2 A.- 3i) = 1 - i and Q(3 - i) = 2 - 1, evaluate

[P(2 - 3i )] {Q(3 .J.

14. Given the equat l 1.1 (xti) (Ati)(Al

tabulate tale i.uot6 and their muitiplioitic_

eOrM (414a41.JL1 0L 1111111u111tu dced.'0 haVIAlb

aALLI

c dui) it."...

al,

quQL1,",

1 .4-.1

V114,1 Li, 1

the c

1' 1..,1 On A 1A 111-11,,A1T1

1 CA4 ,A 1 t1.



Answers to Illus

2525
k(k+1

25

k.1
1k

2 + k

i64:

Test Ques ons for Chapter

k.-1

rrt

k

25
[k

k=1

25

k-1
2k .

- k(k-1)]

25

k =1

If students know the sum of n A.P., then it is easier to
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6x2I+ 19,

+ 101 6 + 11

1 5 + 6

1 4 3

1 3 2

It should

P(1 ) = 16

P(2 ) 16

P(3) =.16
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4 210. x + -26x3 42x- + 7x 6

± 4` 26 - 42 + 7 6

3 -2 - 22
+ 7 - 1 .. 1

3 0
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3x+ 5)] . 0
-3E-1-2)[x 6-- 3x 9]

x ii(x+2)(5c + 2x + 0

x+1) (x+2

So x P -2-and a triple root x -1.
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